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 There's an old... don't know what it's
called, and don't know its source, forward-backward Rashei Teivot
(acronym) for the word VAYIGASH. VAV YIHYEH GIMEL SH'VAT - if
Friday will be the 3rd of Sh'vat (which it is this year - this Friday) -
backwards, SHELEG GADOL YIHYEH VAKOR - there will be a big snow
and cold. Where? you ask. When? you ask. Have no idea. Has it proven
to be a correct prediction in the past? ver veist
First op for KL this month: Motza"Sh Parshat Bo, Leil 5 Sh'vat, January
20th. 7-day people: Wednesday evening, Leil 9 Sh'vat, January 24th. 

PPexplanations on p.65-66
and on www.ttidbits.com

click on PP+ or PPxParshaPPPPPiiiiixxxxx

http://www.ttidbits.com


Candles BO Havdala B's ha la ch

4:26 Yerushalayim / Maale Adumim 5:41 4:33 5:47

4:44 Aza area (Netivot, S'deirot, et al) 5:44 4:50 5:50

4:42 Beit Shemesh / RBS 5:42 4:48 5:48

4:41 Gush Etzion 5:42 4:48 5:48

4:41 Raanana / Tel Mond / Herzliya / Kfar Saba 5:42 4:48 5:48

4:41 Modi'in / Chashmona'im 5:42 4:48 5:48

4:41 Netanya 5:42 4:48 5:48

4:42 Be'er Sheva / Otniel 5:44 4:48 5:50

4:42 Rehovot 5:43 4:49 5:49

4:26 Petach Tikva 5:41 4:33 5:48

4:40 Ginot Shomron 5:41 4:47 5:47

4:30 Haifa / Zichron 5:41 4:37 5:47

4:40 Gush Shiloh 5:41 4:46 5:47

4:42 Tel Aviv / Giv'at Sh'muel 5:43 4:48 5:49

4:41 Giv'at Ze'ev 5:41 4:47 5:47

4:42 Chevron / Kiryat Arba 5:42 4:48 5:48

4:44 Ashkelon 5:44 4:40 5:50

4:42 Yad Binyamin 5:43 4:49 5:49

4:28 Tzfat / Bik'at HaYarden 5:38 4:34 5:44

Rabbeinu Tam (J'lem) - 6:19pm        Next week: 6:26pm
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 ( Happy Birthday
Which birthday card would you prefer
to receive from your grandchild or
favorite nibling (niece or nephew)? The
Happy Birthday on the left is from the
homemade card and the one on the
right is from a Hallmark or American
Greetings card.

We hope you favor the one on the left -
otherwise, this mashal is not going to
work.

As is well known, Parshat Bo contains
the first mitzva that was given to the
People of Israel - even before they left
Egypt. Sequentially, HACHODESH
HAZEH LACHEM is the fourth mitzva in
the Torah, but the first three are
commands to each individual. Kiddush
HaChodesh - the setting up of the
Jewish Calendar, is a national mitzva.

Without going into too much detail,
let's say that there are TWO distinct sets
of rules for making our calendar - Plan
A for when we have a Sanhedrin (past
AND future), and Plan B for when we
are without a Sanhedrin.

Plan A involves a committee of
Sanhedrin members who are experts in
astronomy, as well as halacha, the eye-
witness testimony of at least two
kosher witnesses to the first visibility of
the Lunasr crescent, the proclamation -
based on the testimony - of the day as
Holy, i.e. Rosh Chodesh, and a system of
notification. Another committee of
judges meets each year to determine
whether the year will have a second
Adar or not. Notification concerning
the extra month can be made only after
Rosh HaShana of the given year, usually

at the beginning of Adar, and
occasionally at the end of Adar.

Again, without too much details, Plan A
relies on people, and mistakes are
possible. Cloudy nights complicate
matters. So do unreliable sightings. If
Rosh Chodesh is erroneously declared
on the wrong day, G-d changes His
calendar, so to speak, to conform to our
less than perfect one. 

Plan B does a good job at setting up the
calendar. We don't need to see the
Moon - we follow a precise mathe-
matical formula. Years are set, months,
holidays, two Adar years - all with
perfect accuracy (within the parameters
of the Plan, but not necessarily with the
astronomy involved). And, everything is
known or can be known, years in
advance. 

Our fixed calendar based on Plan B is
relatively simple, neat, error-free. Sort
of like the Happy Birthday on the right.
But it lacks the personal touch. 

With Plan A, we are partners with
HaShem in our national calendar and
all the Holy Days thereon. No doubt,
that G-d prefers the Plan A calendar.

Therefore, when we joyfully say and
sing Rosh Chodesh benching on the
Shabbat before R"Ch, and when we
joyfully sing Hallel and enjoy a special
R"Ch meal or treat, and when we
joyously dance during Kiddush L'vana -
we should also feel a bid sad for what
we lack, and hopeful for the Geula and
the restoration of Plan A and every-
thing else that accompanies it.
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Heartfelt condolences to
Rabbi Berel Wein

on the passing of his wife
Sara Tzipora Mirel d"r
milyexie oeiv ila` x`y jeza mkz` mgpi mewnd

Shiva at 15 Ben Maimon St. Jerusalem
until Sunday morning

BO
15th of 54 sedras; 
3rd of 11 in Sh'mot

Written on 205.67 lines in a Torah, 24th

14 parshiot; 8 open, 6 closed

106 p'sukim - rank: 29 (7th in Shmot)
tied with Toldot & Vayigash; but larger
than each, otherwise

1655 words - ranks 21st (5th in Shmot)

6149 letters - ranks 20th (6th in Shmot) 

Rise in rankings results from BO's p'sukim
being much longer than average for the
Torah (longest in Sh'mot).

20 mitzvot; 9 pos, 11 prohibitions

This ends an 18-sedra run of hardly any
mitzvot. Last four sedras of D'varim, all of
B'reishit (12 sedras), Sh'mot & Va'eira have
a total of 5 mitzvot (.8%). The other 36
sedras have the other 608! (99.2%)

[P> X:Y (Z)] and [S> X:Y (Z)] indicate start
of a parsha p'tucha or s'tuma. X:Y is
Perek:Pasuk of the beginning of parsha; 
(Z) is the number of p'sukim in the parsha.

Numbers in [square brackets] are the
Mitzva-count of Sefer HaChinuch AND
Rambam’s Sefer HaMitzvot. A=ASEI; L=LAV
(prohibition). X:Y is the perek & pasuk from
which the mitzva comes.

Kohen - First Aliya 
11 p'sukim - 10:1-11
[P> 10:1 (11)] G-d once again
(previously with Frogs and Dever)
sends Moshe to Par'o (in his palace) to
warn about the Locust. 

 The signature of this week's
sedra - BO EL PAR'O is a phrase that
occurs three times, each time as an
introduction to one of the Plagues.
Specifically, G-d said to Moshe to "come
before Par'o" for the middle plague of
each 3-plague set - FROGS, DEVER
(animal disease), and LOCUST. Baal Ha-
Turim points out that when G-d sends
Moshe to the royal palace, He uses the
term BO. When He sends him to the
river to find Par'o there, He uses the
term LEICH. 

This time, however, it is with the
additional statement that G-d has
hardened Par'o's heart so that His
wonders will be evident to all, and that
all will know Him. Moshe and Aharon
warn Par'o of the potential devastation
(the description of which is noticeably
longer than for other plagues). Par'o's
servants (advisors?) pressure Par'o
into agreeing to release the People.
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zn`d oiic jexa
With great sadness we mourn

the untimely loss of our
dedicated and beloved secretary

Marsha d"r
Her warm, caring, loyal, and

friendly nature will be greatly missed
milyexie oeiv ila` x`y jeza mkz` mgpi mewnd

Dr. Avi Auerbach and staff

Par'o offers Moshe the adults. Moshe's
reply (something which becomes a
Jewish hallmark for the ages - pun
intended) is that our religious
experiences must include ALL Jews,
young and old. (Judaism places a
premium on Chinuch and on the
transmission of knowledge and values
from one generation to the next.) Par'o
rejects this and chases Moshe and
Aharon from his presence. 

Locust were sent by G-d to punish
Egypt by devouring the produce of the
land. This was "measure for measure"
punishment for the excessive field and
planting work that Par'o imposed on
the People of Israel in order to
demoralize them and to prevent them
from having a normal family life. 

Commentaries point out that Par'o and
the Egyptians continually over-did their
oppression and enslavement of the
Jews. Even if we were to suggest that
punishment is unfair to those who were
acting according to G-d's wishes, so to
speak, and carrying out His Plan, it is for
the excesses that they are being held
strictly accountable. "Yes, I told you to

rough them up, but I never said
anything about beating them so
mercilessly." (This does not mean to
suggest that people who "play a part in
G-d's plans" are not held accountable
for their "regular" actions. They are. But
there is special emphasis on the
excesses. Having the people slave at
making bricks is one thing. Withholding
straw for the purpose is excessively
cruel. For example.) 

On the other hand, the excessive
cruelty of the Egyptians is partially
responsible, so to speak, for G-d's
switching to His Midat HaRachamim in
judging the people, from the Midat
HaDin which might have kept us in
Egypt longer. The original prophecy to
Avraham Avinu called for 400 years.
Actual time spent in Egypt (not even in
slavery) was "only" 210 years. The
inclusion of the years from Yitzchak's
birth is (can be seen as) G-d's reaction
(so to speak) to the excessive harsh-
ness of the Egyptian experience.

Levi - Second Aliya 
12 p'sukim - 10:12-23
[S> 10:12 (9)] G-d tells Moshe to raise
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  GAV HAHAR
     MOVERS

Beit El
Homes • Offices • Lifts
Packing Services and Storage

References available
(02) 997-8757 • 052-607-1171

his hands over the land. Moshe raises
his staff (notice: his staff, not his
hands - why?) and the locust come. So
overwhelming is this plague, that Par'o
"hurries" to call for Moshe and
Aharon, admits to them that he has
sinned, and asks them to pray for the
removal of this terrible plague. Moshe
does so, and a "reverse" wind causes
the locust to totally disappear. G-d
once again hardens Par'o's heart. 

[P> 10:21 (9)] Plague #9 - Darkness
(just like #3 Lice and #6 Boils) is
brought sans-warning. 

The thrice-repeated pattern is (1) find
Par'o at the Nile and deliver the
warning, (2) go to his palace and bring
the warning "closer to home", and (3)
twice-warned is sufficient; he won't let
the People go, bring the next plague
without additional warning. Addition-
ally, there is an escalation in severity
from the first to the second to the third
plague in each set of 3 plagues. The
10th plague stands alone: Par'o was
warned of it "up front" and it is
mentioned more than once as the
"ultimate" punishment for Egypt. 

Darkness, an unusual, unnatural,
tangible darkness (not merely the
absence of light), descends upon the
Egyptians for a paralyzing 3 days (Rashi
says that it was for 6 days). In the
Jewish neighborhoods, there is light. 

Let's define "natural" darkness as the
absence of light. Consistent with the
other Makot, the plague of Darkness
was not natural. Some of the unnatural
qualities of the Darkness of Egypt were
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that it was substantive, and that
lighting a fire would not dispel it. This
was a supernatural darkness. Perhaps, a
darkness like pre-Creation darkness
(B'reishit 1:2). Along these lines (but
different) is an explanation attributed
to the Vilna Gaon. Darkness, as well as
Light, is a creation; it is not just the
absence of light. One of the laws of
nature that G-d created is that light
dispels darkness. During Choshech,
nature was turned upside-down -
darkness dispelled light. 

 "Man did not see his fellow, nor
did a person rise from his place..."
Chidushei HaRim writes that this is a
description of the worse kind of
darkness in human life, when a person
does not see the suffering of his fellow.
Not only does he not extend his hand
to help the other, but the ultimate
result is the inability of the individual to
even help himself. The People of Israel
had light throughout their dwellings.
May we always be able to see the plight
of our fellow Jews and respond with
acts of Chesed worthy of our Heritage.

Shlishi - Third Aliya 
9 p'sukim - 10:24-11:3
Par'o calls for Moshe and tells him to
go, even with the children, but to leave
the livestock behind. Moshe insists
that ALL will leave.

Par'o once again refuses, and this time
he threatens death (he had Moshe's in
mind - G-d "applied it" differently) if
he sees Moshe again. He thus
inadvertently prophesies his own
death. This is part of the "topsy turvy"
aspects of the Exodus.

[P> 11:1 (3)] G-d "reminds" Moshe that
there is one more plague (the "real"
one; the one that was presented up
front, the one mentioned before all of
the others) and then Par'o will send
the people on their way. 

G-d tells Moshe to tell the people to
"borrow" (or ask for) things from their
neighbors. He says that the Egyptians
will miraculously feel kindly towards
the Jews (even though the Jews are
responsible, in the eyes of the
Egyptians, for their recent suffering).
G-d even implanted in the eyes of the
Egyptians an admiration and respect
for Moshe.

Rashi points out the unusual way that
G-d instructs Moshe to talk to the
people. He says, "please". DABER-NA.
Rashi explains that G-d did not want
Avraham Avinu to "complain" that the
oppression prophesied should come
true, but not the promise of leaving
Egypt with great wealth. Hence, Moshe,
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Refuah shleima - Bea Kelman

US Citizenship for your
Children and Grandchildren

Michele Coven Wolgel
Attorney and Notary

Specializing in American Immigration
and Naturalization Law for over 30 years

DUE TO PROCESSING DELAYS
EARLY FILING IS ESSENTIAL!

www.wolgelaw.com
www.facebook.com/uscitizenshipinfo

lawyer@wolgelaw.co.il
tel: (02) 590-3444

Member, AILA 
(American Immigration Lawyers Association)

Of Counsel to Bretz & Coven, LLP
www.bretzlaw.com

please speak to the people and have
them take... Targum Onkeles, on the
other hand, translates NA as NOW (not
as please).

R'vi'i - Fourth Aliya 
27 p'sukim - 11:4-12:20
[S> 11:4 (5)] Moshe says, in G-d's name,
that He (G-d) will kill ALL Egyptian
firstborns, that the screaming from
the deaths will be unprecedented, and
that in total contrast, utter tranquility
will reign in the Jewish area. 

[S> 11:9 (2)] G-d says that Par'o will
once again refuse even this threat, so
that the full course of wonders and
miracles will benefit the People of
Israel. 

 One commentator says that
Moshe was distraught by the extent to
which Par'o went in his refusal to let the
People go. Such dedication to wicked-
ness in the face of such devastating
punishment was truly disheartening to
Moshe. How can the power of evil be so
strong? How can someone fight against
it and hope to win? G-d's answer was
that it was He Who hardened and
strengthened Par'o's heart. Left on his
own, Par'o would have given in long
before. Theoretically, G-d could do this
to punish us, but in this case it was for
our benefit. 

 The Sfas Emes marvels at the
fact that only G-d would give the power
to a wicked person to oppose Him. Why
would G-d give Par'o the ability to defy

http://www.wolgelaw.com
http://www.facebook.com/uscitizenshipinfo
mailto:lawyer@wolgelaw.co.il
http://www.bretzlaw.com


Mazal Tov to
Yaffa & Yehuda Brochin and family

on the birth of their grandson

Aryeh Leib
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Him? In order to bring about the
marvels and wonders of the Exodus,
so that the People of Israel shall
know beyond doubt that G-d has
taken them out of Egypt. 

[S> 12:1 (20)] G-d commands the
setting up of the Jewish calendar
[4,A153 12:2] (even before we left
Egypt).

He then commands the taking of a
lamb or goat for each household (or
so). The animal was to be taken on the
10th of Nissan (this rule was for
"Pesach Mitzrayim" only, and not for
future Pesachs; therefore it is not
counted among the mitzvot of the
Torah) and held for the 14th of the
month, when it was to be slaughtered
in the afternoon [5,A55 12:6]. Its blood
was to be smeared on the doorposts
and lintel (only that first Pesach). The
sacrifice is to be eaten on the night of
the 15th of Nissan [6,A56 12:8], having
been roasted, eaten with matza and
maror (this being part of the mitzva
"for the generations", but not counted
separately among Taryag); that is,
neither cooked nor partially done
[7,L125 12:9], but roasted whole. No
part was to be left over until morning
[8,L117 12:10]; any leftovers were to be
burned [143,A91 this mitzva is
counted in Parshat Tzav, not in Bo,

but 12:10 is used to add the Korban
Pesach's NOTAR to the positive
command in Tzav which textually
addresses the leftovers of a differ-
ent sacrifice]. It was to be eaten with
"belt tied", in haste, ready to leave
(these details are for Egyptian Pesach
only). 

Korban Pesach is an example of a piece
of text in the Torah that mixes episode
with mitzva. Much more often, we find
either/or. It is a bit confusing to
distinguish between the details of the
mitzva of KP for all generations and
those elements of the story of the
Exodus which were meant only for that
first Pesach. In fact, it is not just
confusing; it is impossible to accurately
differentiate between the two cate-
gories of details... WITHOUT the Oral
Law. The Talmud informs us as to what
constitutes the mitzva of KP. The
Written Word is not complete. Our
Torah consists of two inseparable parts
- the Written Word and the Oral Law
(embodied in the Talmud and other
sources). This is a fact that is reinforced
over and over again throughout the
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Torah. If one attempts to understand
the Written Word without the Oral Law
and Tradition, there will be confusion at
best and distortion and perversion of
G-d's Word, at worst. 

Then G-d will "pass through" Egypt on
that night, kill the firstborns, and
"pass-over" the Jewish home with the
blood-marks. This shall become a
holiday for all generations. Matzot are
to be eaten for seven days and on Erev
Pesach, Chametz is to be eliminated
from our homes [9,A156 12:15].
(Intentionally and spitefully eating
Chametz on Pesach is a rejection of
membership in Klal Yisrael, hence the
punishment of "excision".) 

The basis of Yom Tov is set down in
12:16 - specifically that Melacha is
prohibited, as on Shabbat, except for
"that which is needed for food". 

The source of "sh'mura" matza is in
12:17. The mitzva of eating matza on
seder night [10,A158 12:18] is followed
by the prohibition of owning of
chametz during all of Pesach [11, L200
12:19]. Foods containing chametz are
forbidden [12,L198 12:20]. 

Because the prohibition of chametz
and the mitzva of matza are linked to
each other in the same pasuk, we do
not view Matza as a purely positive
time-related mitzva. Hence, women are
not exempt. In fact, women are
obligated to perform other Seder

mailto:Lenny@LDevents.com
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Mazal Tov to
Shmuel & Shelly Bornstein

on the birth of their daughter
NOA MEIRA

mitzvot as a package deal with matza.
Specifically, women are obligated on
the mitzva of Hagada - they should not
be silent observers at the Seder, but
should participate in transmission of
the story and details to their children
and guests. Women are also obligated
(for a different reason) to drink four
cups of wine, which is a Rabbinic
command. 

Chamishi 5th Aliya 
8 p'sukim - 12:21-28
[P> 12:21 (8)] Moshe gathers the elders
of the People and relays G-d's
instructions. He also tells them that
when the People get to Eretz Yisrael,
they will continue to commemorate
the events of the Exodus, with
questions and answers from one
generation to the previous one. The
People do as commanded. 

Moshe tells the people that which G-d
had previously commanded him to tell
them. Here it says: Take a bundle of
hyssop (aef`, guess what it is called in
Arabic - the word we use in Hebrew -
ZAHTAR), dip it in the blood of the
Korban Pesach, and daub it on the
lintel and the two doorposts. 

Notice: Not only is going into Eretz
Yisrael part of the Promises of
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 p"rll`eny x"a l`wfgi 'xl"f 
Gershbaum

on his yahrzeit, 2 Sh'vat
jexa exkf idi

Redemption, but in the laws of Korban
Pesach there is reference to "when you
will come to the Land..."

 The Torah tells us that when G-d
will pass through Egypt smiting their
firstborns, and He will see blood on the
doorposts and lintels of the Jewish
homes, He will not let the "Destructive
Force" (MAL'ACH HAMAVET, Angel of
Death) to come to your homes... What
was the MASHCHIT doing in Egypt on
that night, when the Hagada states that
it was G-d Himself who smote the
Egyptian firstborns? Some explain that
the MASHCHIT was in charge, so to
speak, of "regularly scheduled deaths".
G-d did not allow him to enter a Jewish
home that night so the contrast with
Egypt would be total. Meaning that
those who were "scheduled" to die that
night were given an extension in order
to highlight the contrast between
Egypt and Israel.

Shishi - Sixth Aliya 
23 p'sukim - 12:29-51
[S> 12:29 (8)] It comes to pass at
exactly midnight that the Egyptian
firstborns are smitten, and that the
Egyptians shower the Jews with gifts,
and hurry them on their way. 

[P> 12:37 (6)] And so the People of
Israel leave Egypt. The People leave in
such haste that they take quick-baked
breads with them without taking the
time to let the dough rise. Approx.
600,000 men, plus women and
children leave Egypt, together with
many Egyptians who are smart enough

to flee with them. Thus ends a 430
year period of exile (according to some
opinions, this is the time from the B'rit
bein HaB'tarim to the Exodus - this is
another way of explaining when the
"enslavement began"). That night shall
be a special night for all of Israel
through the generations. 

[P> 12:43 (8)] The Torah now shifts
from relating the story of the Exodus
back to the rules for the Korban
Pesach. Jews who have "left Judaism"
and embraced another religion [13,
L128 12:43], non-Jews, even those who
are committed to the Seven Noahide
Laws [14,L126 12:45] may not eat
Korban Pesach. The Korban must be
eaten in one place; removing it from
its place is forbidden [15, L123 12:46],
as is breaking a bone in it [16,L121
12:46]. Only Jews participate. An
uncircum- cised Jew may not eat of the



Mazal Tov to
Lisa & Ahiya Galinsky

on the birth of their son
Brother of Nadav
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Happy Birthday
gny zcled mei

NAVEH

KP [17,L127 12:48]. A true convert to
Judaism is equal to a born-Jew. The
People did as commanded.

[S> 12:51 (1)] On this very day, the
multitude left Egypt.

Sh'VII Seventh Aliya
16 p'sukim - 13:1-16
[P> 13:1 (10)] As a commemoration of
the Exodus (specifically plague #10), we
are to sanctify firstborns (human,
kosher farm animals, and donkey.
Each type of "b'chor" is treated
differently) [18,A79 13:2]. The Torah
sets down the yearly observance of
Pesach, even after entry into Israel. 

Chametz may not be eaten [19, L197
13:3] nor even owned [20, L201 13:7]
on Pesach. It is a mitzva to relate the
story of what happened [21,A157 13:8]
at the Seder. T'filin also serve as a
reminder of the Exodus. Pesach must
be in the spring, the time of renewal of
nature. 

[P> 13:11 (6)] A firstborn-male donkey
must be redeemed [22,A81 13:13] (by
giving a sheep or its value to a kohen)
or destroyed (if the owner refuses to
redeem it [23,A82 13:13] (not pre-
ferred). 

The Torah reiterates the significance
of the younger generation asking and
receiving answers about the origin of
the Nation. The T'filin angle is also
repeated.

The two final portions of BO (all of
Sh'vii) join the two first portions of the
Sh'ma as the four passages of the Torah
contained in each of the two T'filin
(written together on a single strip of
parchment in the "shel yad" and on four
separate parchments inserted into four
distinct chambers in the "shel rosh").

Haftara 16 p'sukim
Yirmiyahu 46:13-28
Parallel to the sedra, Egypt's downfall
(at the hands of Bavel) is prophesied.
(It is rare that a prophecy to another
nation is used as a Haftara.) Israel,
however, shall not fear; G-d is with us!
The pasuk that assures us about the
Ultimate Redemption mentions that it
might happen in the distant future.
Nonetheless, we shall not despair. This
can be seen in context of the well-
known notion that Mashiach will
either come in his appointed time, or
sooner. Depends on us. 

The Babylonian army is compared with
the countless nature of swarms of
locust. Thus Egypt falls to locust again
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- and there is another connection to
the sedra.

This week we have the unique
opportunity of reading a haftara that
includes a nevu'a of Yirmiyahu that
parallels the nevua of Yechezkel that
we read in last week's haftara. Both
nevi'im share a vision of the devastat-
ing defeat that Egypt would suffer by
the hands of Bavel and her king,
Nevuchadretzar. Likewise, both
prophets tell of punishments that
would befall the surrounding enemies
of Israel with Yirmiyahu focusing upon
eleven specific nations, beginning with
Egypt. As both the parshiyot of Va'era
and Bo speak of the plagues that befell
Egypt as punishment for their sins, it
is understandable that their accom-
panying haftarot would focus on the
ruin and defeat wrought upon Egypt
for her sins hundreds of years later.
Additionally, the fact that Yirmiyahu
declares that the Babylonian enemy
would be more numerous than locust,
connects us back to the parsha itself
that opens with the plague of locust.

But in order for us to properly under-
stand this nevu'a of Egypt's defeat, we
must realize that it finds its roots in a
battle that took place years before the
prophecy, a battle that deeply
impacted the Jewish nation.

In the final years of the righteous King
Yoshiyahu, Par'o N'cho led his army up
to Ashur to challenge the Assyrian
Empire. In order to do so, he marched
through Israel but was met in Megiddo
by Yoshiyahu who was (wrongly)
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advised to turn back Par'o's incursion
into the land. There, the Egyptians
killed Yoshiyahu in battle, ending the
rule of the last righteous king of
Yehuda. The Egyptian army continued
on their way to Carchemish to fight
the Assyrians in a battle that lasted
four years. During that time, the
nascent Babylonian Empire had grown
in strength and it was they who
defeated Par'o and the Egyptian army.
It was at this time that Yirmiyahu
addresses his words of prophecy to
both Egypt and Bavel.

Yirmiyahu shares his vision of a
panicked Egyptian army attempting to
flee back to Egypt but being caught
and destroyed by the Babylonians. Our
haftara then begins describing the
invasion of the Babylonians and the
destruction of Egypt - all in repayment
for its killing of Yoshiyahu and its
failure to support Judea when she was
under siege.

Once again, we find words of comfort
offered to Israel at a seemingly
inappropriate time. But the closing
words of our haftara carry a crucial
message for all future generations.
These ancient enemies would be
punished and would disappear. But
Hashem reminds Israel that, despite
the persecutions and oppression,
despite the pogroms and libels,
despite the murders and inquisitions -
we are THE Eternal Nation. Those who
attack us will be relegated to the ash
heaps of history while we will survive
to return and to rebuild.

Probing the Prophets, weekly insights into the
Haftara, is written by Rabbi Nachman (Neil) Winkler,
author of Bringing the Prophets to Life (Gefen Publ.)  
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In this week's Parsha we come across
the first command given to the Jewish
people while they were still in Egypt,
namely, the injunction to sanctify the
months by fixing the "head of the
month", Rosh Chodesh (Sh'mot 12:1). This
would be achieved in Talmudic times by
the sighting of the reappearing crescent
moon by any two men and would be
ratified by the Beit Din. 

We might have expected Brit Mila or
Shabbat to have taken this royal status
of becoming the first ever Mitzva for our
people to observe. But why "Kiddush
HaChodesh"?

The Lubavitcher Rebbe wisely com-
mented that this Mitzva stands out
because, in contradistinction to most
other Mitzvot that are associated with
tangible objects, implements or places,
Kiddush HaChodesh is uniquely related
to the dimension of time. 

The fixing of time is abstract and amor-
phous; untouchable, as it were. But the
fixing of the month has consequences
for the rest of time: holidays and leap
years, for example, the dates of which
affect everyone, independent of rank
and status. Perhaps the most unique and
"deserving" aspect of this special Mitzva
is that the rank and file who spot the
New Moon become partners with
Hakadosh Baruch Hu in the running of
this world. What an incredible privilege
for the Jewish People! 

mailto:mpersoff@ouisrael.org
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The Story We Tell
It remains one of the most counter-
intuitive passages in all of religious
literature. Moshe is addressing the
Israelites just days before their release.
They had been exiles for 210 years.
After an initial period of affluence and
ease, they had been oppressed,
enslaved, and their male children killed
in an act of slow genocide. Now, after
signs and wonders and a series of
plagues that have brought the greatest
empire of the ancient world to its
knees, they were about to go free.

Yet Moshe does not talk about
freedom, or the land flowing with milk
and honey, or the journey they will
have to undertake through the desert.
Instead, three times, he turns to the
distant future, when the journey is
complete and the people - free at last -
are in their own land. And what he talks
about is not the land itself, or the
society they will have to build or even
the demands and responsibilities of
freedom. 

Instead, he talks about education,
specifically about the duty of parents to
their children. He speaks about the
questions children may ask when the
epic events that are about to happen
are at best a distant memory. He tells
the Israelites to do what Jews have
done from then to now. Tell your
children the story. Do it in the
maximally effective way. Re-enact the
drama of exile and exodus, slavery and
freedom. Get your children to ask
questions. Make sure that you tell the
story as your own, not as some dry
account of history. Say that the way you
live and the ceremonies you observe
are "because of what God did for me" -
not my ancestors but me. Make it vivid,
make it personal, and make it live.

He says this not once but three times: 

"It shall be that when you come to the
land which God will give you as He said,
and you observe this ceremony, and
your children say to you, 'What does
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this service mean to you?' you shall say,
'It is a Passover sacrifice to the Lord,
who passed over the houses of the
Israelites in Egypt when he struck the
Egyptians and spared our homes.'"
(Sh'mot 12: 25-27). 

"On that day you shall tell your child, 'It
is because of what the Lord did for me
when I came out of Egypt'" (13:8). 

"In the future, when your child asks you,
'What is this?' you shall tell him, 'With a
mighty hand, the Lord brought us out
from Egypt, from the land of slavery.'"
(13:14).

Why was this the most important thing
he could do in this intense moment of
redemption? Because freedom is the
work of a nation, nations need identity,
identity needs memory, and memory is
encoded in the stories we tell. Without
narrative, there is no memory, and
without memory, we have no identity.
The most powerful link between the
generations is the tale of those who
came before us - a tale that becomes
ours, and that we hand on as a sacred
heritage to those who will come after
us. We are the story we tell ourselves
about ourselves, and identity begins in
the story parents tell their children. 

That narrative provides the answer to
the three fundamental questions every
reflective individual must ask at some
stage in their lives: Who am I? Why am I
here? How then shall I live? There are

many answers to these questions, but
the Jewish ones are: I am a member of
the people whom God rescued from
slavery to freedom. I am here to build a
society that honours the freedom of
others, not just my own. And I must live
in conscious knowledge that freedom is
the gift of God, honoured by keeping
His covenant of law and love.

Twice in the history of the West this fact
was forgotten, or ignored, or rebelled
against. In the 17th and 18th century,
there was a determined effort to create
a world without identities. This was the
project called the Enlightenment. It was
a noble dream. To it we owe many
developments whose value are beyond
question and that we must strive to
preserve. However, one aspect of it
failed and was bound to fail: the
attempt to live without identity.

The argument went like this. Identity
throughout the Middle Ages was based
on religion. But religion had for
centuries led to war between Christians
and Muslims. Then, following the
Reformation, it led to war between
Christian and Christian, Protestant and
Catholic. Therefore, to abolish war one
had to move beyond identity. Identities

http://www.jonathanpollard.org
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are particular. Therefore, let us worship
only the things that are universal:
reason and observation, philosophy
and science. Let us have systems, not
stories. Then we will become one
humanity, like the world before Babel.
As Schiller put it and Beethoven set to
music in the last movement of the
Ninth Symphony: Alle Menschen
werden Brüder, "All men will be
brothers."

It cannot be done, at least as humanity
is presently constituted. The reaction,
when it came, was fierce and disas-
trous. The nineteenth century saw the
return of the repressed. Identity came
back with a vengeance, this time based
not on religion but on one of three
substitutes for it: the nation state, the
(Aryan) race, and the (working) class. In
the 20th century, the nation state led to
two world wars. Race led to the
Holocaust. The class struggle led to
Stalin, the Gulag and the KGB. A
hundred million people were killed in
the name of three false gods.

For the past fifty years the West has
been embarked on a second attempt to
abolish identity, this time in the
opposite direction. What the secular
West now worships is not the universal
but the individual: the self, the "Me",
the "I". Morality - the thick code of
shared values binding society together

for the sake of the common good - has
been dissolved into the right of each
individual to do or be anything he or
she chooses, so long as they do not
directly harm others. 

Identities have become mere masks we
wear temporarily and without commit-
ment. For large sections of society,
marriage is an anachronism, parent-
hood delayed or declined, and
community a faceless crowd. We still
have stories, from Harry Potter to Lord
of the Rings to Star Wars, but they are
films, fictions, fantasies - a mode not of
engagement but of escapism. Such a
world is supremely tolerant, until it
meets views not to its liking, when it
quickly becomes brutishly intolerant,
and eventually degenerates into the
politics of the mob. This is populism,
the prelude to tyranny.

Today's hyper-individualism will not
last. We are social animals. We cannot
live without identities, families, com-
munities and collective responsibility.
Which means we cannot live without
the stories that connect us to a past, a
future and a larger group whose history
and destiny we share. The biblical
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insight still stands. To create and
sustain a free society, you have to teach
your children the story of how we
achieved freedom and what its absence
tastes like: the unleavened bread of
affliction and the bitter herbs of slavery.
Lose the story and eventually you lose
your freedom. That is what happens
when you forget who you are and why.

The greatest gift we can give our
children is not money or possessions
but a story - a real story, not a fantasy,
one that connects them to us and to a
rich heritage of high ideals. We are not
particles of dust blown this way or that
by the passing winds of fad and
fashion. We are heirs to a story that
inspired a hundred generations of our
ancestors and eventually transformed
the Western world. What you forget,
you lose. The West is forgetting its
story. We must never forget ours. 

With the hindsight of thirty-three
centuries we can see how right Moshe
was. A story told across the generations
is the gift of an identity, and when you
know who you are and why, you can
navigate the wilderness of time with
courage and confidence. That is a
life-changing idea. ;

mailto:benlevine10@gmail.com
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From the Abravanel Jacob Solomon

Long into the future …

It shall be when your children say:
"What is the meaning of this
service to you?" You shall reply: "It
is the Pesach sacrifice for G-d, who
passed over the Israelite homes in
Egypt, when He plagued the
Egyptians, and saved our house-
holds. And the people bowed and
prostrated themselves" (12:26-27).

The Pesach Hagadda indentifies
"What is the meaning of this service
to you?" as the question of the
wicked child. "To you" means "to
you, but not to me". Unlike the
Israelites who "bowed and pros-
trated themselves" in recognition

and due respect for the Hand of G-d,
that son's words imply that he has
no desire whatsoever to associate
with the experiences and teachings
of his people.

The S'forno, however, dissects this
very short and direct question into
its component parts. The words "this
service" and "to you" actually make
three separate points. Firstly, festive
sacrifices are brought on the actual
day of the festivals, whereas "this
service" is the late afternoon before.
Secondly, all offerings take place
between the daily morning and
afternoon communal sacrifices; "this
service" is after-hours. Thirdly, why is
the Pesach offering "to you"? Why
does it require you as an individual
to be involved? 

Abravanel contributes a further
dimension. He observes that out of
the four children, the wicked child is
the only one whose question is
expressed in the plural, opening with
"When your children say", not "When
your child says". He explains the use
of the plural as recognition of there
being many varieties of "wicked
children". For negative attitudes and
behaviors implying a deliberate
policy of non-cooperation and
non-compliance come in different
forms, depending on the particular
position and outlook of the
individual. With one, it may be
disrespectfully attacking the source
of the Torah heritage. With another,
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it could be viewing the Seder night
proceedings as family indulgent
self-gratification: emphasizing "What
is this service to you?" And so on.
Common to all are a malicious desire
to degrade and denigrate the
proceedings. 

The Torah responds to the points as
raised by both commentators. "This
service", the Peach offering is not
brought during the day, but in the
late afternoon close to nightfall as it
was at night (12:29) when "He
plagued the Egyptians and saved
out households." "When he saved
our households" also means that the
miracle of killing of the Egyptian
firstborn and the sparing of the
Israelite firstborn affected each and

http://www.integrityrealestate.co.il
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every family. Therefore each Israelite
must associate by bringing the
Pesach sacrifice on an individual
basis. "It is a Pesach sacrifice for G-d":
it is not merely a family occasion to
consume a heavy meal. It is service
to G-d, in both origin and procedure.
The Korban Pesach should only be
eaten when fully satisfied, not
hungry when one could easily
transgress the negative command-
ment of "do not break one of its
bones" (12:46).

A careful study of text of the
Hagadda would comfortably
accommodate both the S'forno's and
Abravanel's explanations. The
S'forno attends to the question's
content of "What is the meaning of
this service to you?" Abravanel
attends to the question's subtext:
the negative attitude. 
In response, the Hagadda addition-
ally addresses the question's
nuances of rebuking with V'AF
HAK-HEI ET SHINAV, "and also set his
teeth on edge". Give him also a
sharp, cutting retort. "Because of
what G-d did for me when I came
out of Egypt." "For me" and not "for
you", commenting that "had been
there, he wouldn't have been
redeemed." 

The key words are "and also set his
teeth on edge". First, answer the
question according to the content.
Secondly, answer the question
according to the nuance, with the
linking "also".

That contains an important principle
in teaching. Some students "try it on"
by asking questions to show-off or to
disrupt, rather than quest for
knowledge and understanding. In
each case, the teacher should
initially accept the content of the
question for what it is and respond
to the question as it stands. After-
wards - publicly or privately depend-
ing on the situation - he should
address unacceptable nuances of
the question as necessary. n
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The Exodus and
Moshe's Donkey

by Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher
Dean of Students, Diaspora Yeshiva

When G-d sent Moshe to Egypt to
free Israel, the Torah states, "And
Moshe took his wife and sons and
mounted them on the donkey" (Sh'mot
4:20). Rashi makes a strange
comment on this verse, "the Donkey
that Moshiach will utilize to usher in
the Final Redemption." How do we
understand this odd comment of
Rashi's? Can a donkey live for
thousands of years? And why will
Moshiach not drive a Lexus or a
Volvo? What's up with the Moshiach
and the Donkey?

The explanation is that Rashi is
speaking metaphorically. Rashi means
that when G-d appointed Moshe to be
the Redeemer of Israel, He set those
cosmic forces in motion that will
culminate and climax with the coming
of Moshiach.

Also, the pattern of the Exodus and
the Final Redemption is the way a
donkey walks, two steps forward and
one step back. The road to
Redemption in the Exodus and
Moshiach's Coming is not straight
forward. There will be setbacks as it
was in Egypt. But the Redemption
Process is moving forward and
CANNOT BE STOPPED.

As the prophet Micha states (7:16),
"As in the days of your leaving Egypt,

I (G-d) shall show them marvelous
wonders." The prophet's words imply
that the Exodus from Egypt is the
precedent for the Final Redemption.

The Midrash Tanchuma states, "Just
as in Egypt, I (G-d) shall redeem you
in the Messianic future and shall
perform miracles for you."

Indeed, gradual, phased redemption is
already found in Egypt, as in the 4
redemption expressions with which
G-d addresses Moshe, "Therefore tell
Israel that I am G-d.

1. and I will remove you from the
suffering of Egypt,

2. and I will save you from your
enslavement.

3. I will redeem you with an
outstretched arm.

4. and I will take you to Me as a

mailto:absaffran@gmail.com
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people … I will be for you G-d."
(Shemot 6:6,7). 

These verses refer to the 4 stages of
redemption. The 1st stage constituted
a lightening of Israel's physical
hardship, although they continued to
be Pharaoh's slaves.

The 2nd stage constituted the total
cessation of their enslavement. Even
so, Israel was not yet free but still
under the control of the Egyptian
King.

With the final plague of the killing of
the firstborn came the 3rd stage, in
which Israel was redeemed totally
with great miracles and great
judgements.

Yet Israel was still mired in the 49
levels of impurity. Finally, came the
4th stage, in which we were taken to
be G-d's Chosen People.

At the time of the redemption Israel
was not worthy of it, and yet G-d still
redeemed us. This is stated in the
Midrash Sh'mot Rabba, "G-d said, 'If I
consider Israel's deeds, they will never
be redeemed. Whom shall I then
consider? The merit of and the
promise to their righteous and holy
Avot.' "

It is Israel's lack of merit which delays
redemption. Therefore, before intro-
ducing the 4 expressions of redemp-
tion, G-d says, "Therefore tell Israel
that I am G-d." On this verse the
Midrash HaGadol comments, "I (G-d)
know that Israel will constantly rebel
against Me and anger Me. Even so, I

(G-d) shall redeem them for the sake
of My Holy Name."

The redemption comes when Israel
recognizes Hashem as our G-d, as
occurred during Stage 4 of the
redemption process which was at the
Sinai Revelation.

Yet the Torah goes on and brings a
5th expression of redemption: "And I
will bring you to the land which I
swore that I will give to Avraham,
Yitzchak and Yaakov. I will give it to
you as an inheritance, for I am G-d."
(Sh'mot 6:8).

From the redemption from Egypt we
learn that complete redemption
consists of the freedom of Israel ("I
will redeem you") and living in Eretz
Yisrael, ("I will bring you to the
land") and belief in G-d and
fulfillment of His Mitzvot ("I will be
for you G-d") (6:8)

The Final Redemption will reach
completion by a gradual process, like
the Exodus from Egypt. Thus, the
Zohar states that the Exodus from
Egypt is the Road Map and the Long
and Winding Road to the Final
Redemption.u
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BO
Tell Me a Story
Since back in early autumn, when
we began reading the Book of
B'reishit in shul, we have been
reading one long story. It has been
a very dramatic story, extending
over many centuries. It began with
the creation of man, and pro-
ceeded with the narrative of the
transformation of a small family
into a large nation. 

For the past several weeks, the
plot has thickened. That nation
became cruelly enslaved. In this
week's Torah portion, Bo (Sh'mot
10:1-13:16), the story takes a
suspenseful turn. We sense that
the redemption from slavery is
imminent. But before redemption
begins, the narrative is interrupted. 

The Torah shifts gears. It is no
longer a story that we hear, but a
set of God given commands: "This
month… shall be the first of the
months of the year for you. Each
member of the community shall
take a lamb… Your lamb shall be
without blemish… You shall keep
watch over it until the fourteenth
day of this month and… slaughter
it late afternoon, eat the flesh that
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Parsha Points to Ponder
by Rabbi Dov Lipman

BO
B Why did Moshe feel the need to
tell Par'o WE WON'T KNOW WITH
WHAT TO SERVE THE LORD UNTIL
WE ARRIVE THERE (10:26), when
asking Par'o to allow the Jewish
people to leave with their animals?
Why would Par'o be moved to agree
to this demand based on the
explanation?
C G-D told Moshe to instruct the
Jews to place the blood ON THE
TWO DOORPOSTS AND ON THE
LINTEL OF THE HOUSES (12:7). Why
did Moshe change the order and
command the Jews to place the
blood ON THE LINTEL AND THE TWO
DOORPOSTS (12:22)?
D Why does the Torah emphasize
that Pa'ro called for Moshe to come
to him AT NIGHT - mentioning twice
that this call took place at nighttime
(12:30-31)?
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ddlipman@gmail.com
The suggested answers are elsewhere

Ponder the questions first, then see further

same night… not eat any of it
raw… not leave any of it over until
morning" (12:1-10).

Whereas the novice reader of the
Torah is jolted by this drastic
transition from the narrative mode
to a set of laws, Rashi and
Ramban were not surprised by this
sudden shift. They wondered why
the Torah would focus at such
length on storytelling and not
proceed directly to this passage of
ritual law.

"Is the Torah a story book?" they
ask. "Is it not, rather, a set of
instructions for ritual and ethical
behavior?" They each answer
these questions differently, but
both conclude that much of the
Torah, perhaps even most of it, is
one long and fascinating story.

Why does a book designed to
teach the reader about proper
religious belief and practice take
the form of a narrative? 

I think that the reason is quite
simple. The Torah recognizes the
power of the story to influence the
minds and hearts of men. An
author who wishes to profoundly
impact his reader will do well to
choose the narrative mode over

mailto:ddlipman@gmail.com
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other modes of communication. In
secular terms, a good novel is
more powerful than the best law
book.

Taking note of this important
lesson enables us to understand
an otherwise puzzling phenome-
non. Despite the fact that the
Exodus from Egypt was, and
remains, the central experience of
Jewish history, there were at least
two Jews who alive at the time of
the Exodus who did not experi-
ence it directly. I refer to Gershom
and Eliezer, the two sons of
Moshe. They remained behind in
Midyan when Moshe struggled
with Par'o. They did not witness
the ten plagues. They missed the
thrilling flight from Egyptian
bondage. They did not personally
experience the wondrous miracle
of the splitting of the Red Sea.
They were brought back to Moshe
by their maternal grandfather Yitro,
so it is not at all clear whether they
were even present at Mount Sinai
when the Torah was given. 

The early 20th century Chassidic
master, Rabbi Yehoshua of Belz,
wonders about this puzzling fact.
His answer is a most instructive
one: God wanted Moshe to tell his
sons the story of the Exodus. He
wanted Moshe to be the storyteller
par excellence, the one who would
model storytelling for every subse-
quent father in Jewish history.
Gershom and Eliezer were denied
witnessing the Exodus because

God wanted them to serve as the
first Jewish children who would
only hear its story; who would not
know the real-life experience of
the Exodus but only hear its
narrative told to them by their
father.

This, teaches the Belzer Rebbe, is
the simple meaning of the verse in
this week's Torah portion: "…So
that you (singular in the Hebrew)
may tell the story, in the ears of
your child and child's child, of how
I made a mockery of the Egyptians
and how I displayed My signs
among them - in order that you
may know that I am the Lord"
(10:2). The singular "you" at the
beginning of the verse, explains
the Rebbe, refers to Moshe
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Please make checks payable to the
"Chessed Fund" and send them to

Israel Center Chesed Fund
att. Menachem Persoff

POB 37015 / Jerusalem 91370
or leave them at the front desk

himself. He is to tell the story to
each of his sons individually,
because he is the only father then
alive whose sons would hear the
story of the Exodus second hand.
In this manner, Moshe set the
stage for all subsequent Jewish
fathers. A Jewish father must be a
storyteller!

A good story's power is familiar to
all of us. The secret of the
Chassidic movement's success
was not its texts or teachings, but
the inspiring stories it told to its
early adherents. To this day,
Chassidim maintain the tradition of
storytelling in their melava malka,
their post-Shabbat repast, every
week. 

Personally, I long ago became
familiar with an approach to
psychotherapy called narrative
therapy, in which the patient uses
his or her own personal narrative
as the basis for curative change.
My favorite mentor would empha-
size that when a therapist first
encounters a patient, his opening
question should not be, "What's
your problem", but rather, "Please
tell me your story."

As I reflect upon those of my
teachers who left a lasting impres-
sion upon me, I recall the fact that
they all told stories. Indeed, I
remember those stories better
than the academic lessons they
taught me. 

I remember a youth group leader

named Shmuli who told us stories
and gave us cupcakes every
Shabbat afternoon. I later learned
that he obtained those stories from
an early Chabad publication
entitled Talks and Tales. Those
tales left me with a taste for
religion that even surpassed the
taste of those delicious cupcakes.

I remember my seventh-grade
teacher who read us the stories of
William Saroyan at the end of
each class, laying the foundation
for my abiding love of literature.
And, of course, there were the
stories my unforgettable Talmud
teacher told us about the heroes of
rabbinic history, which ultimately
inspired me to pursue a career in
the rabbinate.

Frankly, I fear that storytelling is
becoming a lost art with the rapid
change of our modes of communi-
cation. Grossly abbreviated elec-
tronic messages have replaced
the face-to-face encounters that
are essential for storytelling. The
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To rah Tidbits distributio n is
a vo luntary, peo ple-based
effo rt... The fo llo wing co m-
munities are in need o f assistance:
Giv'at Sh'muel, Tel Aviv, Tz'fat,

Zichron Yaakov, Moreshet
If yo u can help, even o ne week, please
call To ni at 05 05 -772-111. Thank yo u.

Nachi Reality • 054-461-3943
• Stunning Brand New Building in Arnona, Spacious

3 rooms, 87m, 16m Mirpeset, 2 full bathrooms, 3rd
floor, handicap access with Shabbat Elevator,
Parking and Storage. 2,150,000NIS

• GREAT DEAL - Katamon, Elazar HaModa'i
street, right off Emek, 4 room, 85m, stone building,
1.5 floors up with mirpeset and parking. 
Only 2,490,000NIS

• Baka, charming 90m 4-room garden apartment,
80m private garden, beautifully renovated, on a
quite street, live in the city with a countryside vibe,
one of a kind. 3,290,000NIS

Over 1600 audio and video shiurim
for listening and downloading

plus written articles
www.rabbisholomgold.com

absence of the good story will
effect personal development nega-
tively and will impede the spiritual
development of our children and
grandchildren.

For me, Torah is but the most
outstanding of the many stories
which shaped my Jewish identity. I
can think of only one modality that
rivals the narrative as a basis for
emotional growth. That modality is
music. But space limits me to

describing the narrative nature of
the Torah in this column. I will
reserve my take on the Torah as
music for another Person in the
Parsha column. Watch for it. 

http://www.rabbisholomgold.com
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Having a Brit?
KISEI SHEL ELIYAHU

Available to borrow
from the OU Israel Center

For details, call
Marion Silman 052-240-7078

Jonathan Rosenblum, DPM
• 050-595-5161

Pediatric and Geriatric Foot Care, Bunions,
Hammertoes, and Diabetic Wound Care

Old Movies & Video
Quality Transfer to DVD

Michael: (02) 970-9090 0522-8686-26
Preserve family history

Photography for those personal and intimate occasions

The Royal Minders
The Israelites are groaning under the
pressure of enslavement. Ten plagues
have to hit Egypt before the slavery
can come to an end.

The tenth plague is the slaying of the
first-born. Moshe announces when it
will take place - “about midnight”
(Sh'mot 11:4).
We wonder why he isn’t more precise.
“About midnight”? Why not “at
midnight”? Indeed, why “midnight”
at all - why not some other time,
morning, afternoon or evening?
The word “about” might indicate that
human calculations of time are rarely
100% and the Egyptian magicians, as
the Lubavitcher Rebbe points out,
might think they knew exactly when
midnight had arrived and if the
plague did not befall Egypt at davka
that moment they might mock the
Israelite God when all that had
happened was that they were slightly
off in their calculations.

When the Torah writes that at the
time of Creation God worked on the
seventh day (B'reishit 2:2), it is
reporting a human perception; God

Himself does not make a mistake and
knows precisely when the sixth day
ends and the seventh commences.

There is a deeper question - why link
the tenth plague to midnight at all?

It may be something to do with the
nature of the plague. The slaying of
the first-born was not just to show
that Egypt was not as invincible as
might have been thought, but to
mark the beginning of a new era, the
recognition that HaShem is in charge
of the world and the old age was over.

In that sense the right time for the
plague was on the cusp of the two
eras, the Pharaoh era and the HaShem
era: “Thus shall you know that I am
the Lord” (Sh'mot 7:17).
Rabbi Apple served for 32 years as the chief minister
of the Great Synagogue, Sydney, Australia's oldest
and most prestigious congregation. He was
Australia's highest profile rabbi and held many public
roles. He is now retired and lives in Jerusalem. Rabbi
Apple is president of the RCA Israel Region. He blogs
at www.oztorah.com

http://www.oztorah.com
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Resumes IY"H January 22nd
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SCHEDULE NOTES SUNDAY • '` mei MONDAY • 'a mei

4 Shabbat Parshat Bo
January 20th - 3:15pm

Rabbi Yaakov Moshe Poupko

In the Ganchrow
Beit Midrash...

10:00am
Rabbi Jeff Bienenfeld
Masechet Kiddushim

This shiur is in tribute to
Rabbi Fred Hollander z"l

Sun thru Thu • 11:15am
RCA DAF YOMI

Rotating Magidei Shiur
The Daf Yomi shiur

is in tribute to Rabbi
Yitzchak Botwinick z"l

9:00am • see p.33
Rabbi David Walk

T'hilim - Divine Poetry

10:00am • see p.39
Mrs. Sylvie Schatz

11:10pm
Rabbi Yitzchak Breitowitz
Wisdom for Life - Mishlei

12:00 noon
Rabbi Chaim Eisen

KUZARI

2:00pm
Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher

The Exodus - God's
Finger or G-d's Hand?

see also rabbisprecher.com

9:15am Mrs. Pearl Borow
Book(let) of OVADIYA

9:30am
Mommy & Me with Jackie
054-533-9305 • correjackie@gmail .com

10:00am
Rabbi Poupko's

Parsha Perspective

10:30am
Rabbi A Goldscheider

on Rav Kook

11:30am (050-415-3239)
Get Fit While You Sit

with Sura Faecher

2:00pm
Rebbitzen Pearl Borow

Su/M/W/Th • 4:30pm
Rabbi Hillel Ruvel

Gemara Shiur
followed by Maariv (5:30)

(until Feb 1)

Please note:
Regular shiurim:
25NIS members

30NIS non-mem • 5NIS Life
One-time shiurim and

mini-series 25NIS members
and Life Members

30NIS for non-members
unless otherwise indicated

Discounted zeiqihxk
(punch cards) available at
the front desk and valid

for all shiurim and classes
(as are Courtesy Cards)

8:00pm • no charge
Rabbi Mordechai Machlis

The Book of Shmuel

See

page 60-61
for Video Schedule

and more
programs

at the
OU Israel Center

Women in Tanach

3:00pm
Phil Chernofsky

Mishna, Mitzvot & more

3:00pm
Music with Jackie for children

4:15pm
Rabbi Zev Leff

5:20pm
Pri-Hadash Writing Workshop

Ruth: 02 6287359;  Judy: 054-539-0410

7:30pm
Dorot OU Intergenerational Choir

Directed by Hadassah Jacob
call Sara - 560 9104

mailto:correjackie@gmail.com
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TUESDAY • 'b mei WEDNESDAY • 'c mei THURSDAY • 'd mei

9:00am
Rabbi Yitzchak

Breitowitz
Minchat Chinuch

The Study of Mitzvot

9:15am - see p.34
Mrs. Shira Smiles
Torah Tapestries

10:30am - see p.34
Mrs. Shprintzee Rappaport
Ramchal's Derech HaShem

10:30am
Parshat HaShavua by
Rabbi Sholom Gold

11:30am T'hilim Group (women)

Rabbi Aaron Ziegler
in winter recess

9:00am
Phil Chernofsky

Torah & Science, Phil style

10:15am
Rabbi Anthony Manning
Halachic & Hashkafic Issue
in Contemporary Society

11:30am - resumes Feb 7th
Rabbi Ian Pear

Meaning in Mitzvot

2:00 & 3:00pm
Rebbetzin Pearl Borow

The Transmission of
Torah via Pirkei Avot

Chumash with M'forshim

9:00am
Rabbi Ari Kahn

Parshat HaShavua

9:00am
Dr. Avivah

Gottlieb Zornberg
Insights into the Parsha

10:10am
Rabbi Baruch Taub

Thursday the Rabbi gave his Drasha

11:30am - see p.39
Jan 18 NO - resumes 25th

Rabbi Shai Finkelstein
Unlocking the Messages in Chazal

11:30am - Jan 18
Rabbi Sam Shor

Unlocking the Messages in Chazal
Divine Messages

12:15pm
Rabbi Nachman Winkler

History is HIS Story

1:45pm
Dr. Deborah Polster
The Disputations

in Defense of Judaism
3:00pm

Knitting Club with Verna

7:00pm
Rabbi Shmuel Herschler
Rambam: Philosopher & Codifier

7:30pm
Dr. Avivah

Gottlieb Zornberg
Insights into the Parsha

7:30pm
Rabbi Chaim Eisen

The Meaning and Mission of
the Chosen People: Chosen

from - or - for Whom?

7:00-9:45pm
Rabbi Yonatan Kolatch

Topics in Parshanut

2:15pm
Rabbi Shmuel Herschler

Book of Melachim

2:30pm
Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher
Current events in the weekly haftara

Thank you to Yehuda Lave for
helping to make the shiur a reality

8:00pm
Rabbi Avrum Kowalsky

Topics in Sho-f'tim

8:00pm - see p.33
Rabbi Steven Weil

Operation Thunderbolt

8:00pm - no charge
Rabbi Zelig Pliskin

The Joy Club
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SUNDAY MORNINGS
10:00 o'clock
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from the virtual desk of the
OU VEBBE REBBE
T he Orthodox  Union -  via  i t s websi te  -  f ie lds quest ions of  a l l  t ypes in the  areas of  Kashrut , J ew ish  Law and
V a lues. Som e of  them  are  answered by Ere tz  Hem da, the  Inst i tute  f or A dvanced J ew ish Studies, J e rusa l em ,
headed by R av Yose f  Carm e l  and R av M oshe Ehrenre ich, f ounded by HaR av Shaul  Y israe l i  z t " l , to prepare
rabbanim  and dayanim  to serve  the  Nat iona l  R e l igious com m uni ty in  Israe l  and abroad. A sk the  R abbi  i s a
joint  venture  of  the  OU , Yerusha layim  Network, Ere tz  Hem da... and OU  Israe l ' s T orah T idbi ts.

Approach to Kidney Donation

Question: Is it a requirement, a
proper thing, or an improperly
exaggerated act of chesed to donate a
kidney to someone with whom the only
connection is that you both are Jews? 

Answer: [People often ask whether
our questions are sent in or whether I
make them up. Actually, the great
majority are sent in. However, this
question is one I asked myself for
myself. Also, I did not answer it in our
usual style. A little background: after
deciding I wanted to donate a kidney, I
asked my posek this question. His
conviction is that while one is not
required to donate, it is a very big
mitzva to exceed one's chesed
obligation and do so. He also ruled that
if I donate, I am obligated to share this
fact with as many people as possible to
encourage others (very healthy
middle-aged men and women) to
consider it. I have decided that after a
very brief discussion of the halachic
issues, I will share a unique Torah-
based approach (not ruling) that
motivated me (intellectually).] 

The Radbaz (III:627) was asked

whether one who can save a Jew's life
by agreeing to sacrifice a limb should
do so. He responded that one is not
required to make such a life-altering
sacrifice but that doing so would be an
"act of chasidut". He continues that if
giving the limb endangers his life (as
he assumes), only a "chasid shoteh"
(crazy person) would agree. There
seem to be differing opinions within
Chazal about endangering oneself to
save someone in great danger (see
S'ma 426:2).

There are decades-old teshuvot
(Minchat Yitzchak VI:103; Tzitz Eliezer
IX:45) that discourage kidney donation
due to perceived dangers. However, the
present consensus encourages it, as
Rav Yisraeli did decades ago (Chavot
Binyamin 109). All surgery has some
danger, but these days it is negligible
for healthy people. There are slight
disadvantages to having one kidney. It
can be life-threatening, but uncom-
monly so for those who pass the rigor-
ous pre-donation testing. However, it
is unclear, based on what we have
learned (so far) in the last few decades,
whether the Radbaz would consider a
donor a chasid shoteh. Poskim (see
Pitchei Teshuva, CM 426:2; Mishna
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054-216-0087 • brothersmovingisrael@gmail.com

Wills • Probate • Nuptial Agreements
Durable Power of Attorney • Healthcare Proxy

Halachic Estate Planning
Tirtza Jotkowitz, Esq.
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US & Israel: 845-425-8871 / 694-7645 / 596-5733

Berura 329:19) and the Radbaz
elsewhere (see Chavot Binyamin ibid.)
urge people not to exaggerate self-
concern when others need saving. 

When there is a communal danger
from attackers, Jews are expected to
come, even on Shabbat with weapons,
to defend their counterparts (Eruvin
45a; Shulchan Aruch, OC 329:6-7).
Considering that there must be some
danger to the defenders, doesn't this
contradict the Radbaz?

The following approach is based on the
way I was taught at Eretz Hemdah and
by Rav Yisraeli to view communal
needs, especially in the State of Israel.
Members of Israeli society face many
dangers - hostile countries, criminals,
national disasters, etc. People (soldiers,
policeman, firefighters, etc.) risk their
lives to protect society. Nationally, we
are far better off with an apparatus of
protection than to have everyone fend
for themselves. But who should risk his
life? We draft, appeal to, and/or
provide incentives for people to take
these positions. I believe that no posek
would forbid being an Israeli soldier or
policeman based on the Radbaz. 

Similarly, if society, as guided by
doctors, lawmakers, and poskim, has to

decide whether to encourage healthy
people to accept difficulties and minor
risks to save recipients from extended
dialysis and/or death, the logical
answer is, "Yes!" It is just a matter of
finding the right number and profiles
of donors. The government provides
incentives (including modest "financial
gratitude"), the most important being
that the donor's family goes to the top
of the list of future recipients if
needed. It also ensures careful
screening. When organizations (e.g.,
Matnat Chayim), rabbis, and others (I
am hereby trying) succeed in
presenting the matter to the public eye,
our philanthropically-minded nation
will respond appropriately. We're
getting closer to providing the desired
number of donors but need more
work. If Israel is not the world leader
yet, let us be soon!

Rav Daniel Mann, Eretz Hemdah Institute

Questions? email info@eretzhemdah.org

Having a dispute?
For a Din Torah in English or Hebrew

contact 'Eretz Hemdah - Gazit' Rabbinical
Court: 077-215-8-215 • fax: (02) 537-9626

beitdin@eretzhemdah.org

mailto:brothersmovingisrael@gmail.com
mailto:tirtzaj@gmail.com
mailto:info@eretzhemdah.org
mailto:beitdin@eretzhemdah.org
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70 PERSPECTIVES
BUT ONLY ONE TORAH

by Dr. Meir Tamari  

And the Man Moshe
That the story of Moshe's interaction
with Par'o is interrupted with details of
his genealogy tells us significant
aspects of the role of the savior-
mashiach and of redemption. In every
other religion or culture the redeemer is
either some sort of super hero or poor,
weak and humble personality but is
never depicted as a great human being
such as Moshe. 

There was no miraculous birth of this
redeemer and no supernatural events
connected with his entry into this
world. He has parents, a sister, a
brother, aunts and uncles, cousins and
nephews. His sons do not inherit his
spiritual greatness nor his leadership.
The Chidushei HaRim of Gur threw
away a sefer which told of Moshe's son
who became a priest to idolatry
because Yitro challenged him to expose
the boy to all kinds of different
religions. The Admor of Kotsk said that
before Matan Torah Yitro's challenge
made sense but not afterwards.

Moshe is Moshe Rabbeinu, our teacher,
Moshe the lawgiver, Moshe the role
model for ahavat Yisrael, Moshe who
pleads with Hashem for his people
while never hesitating to reprimand
them for their behavior. He is one of
the few people who is called by
Hashem, My servant, yet the Torah
also tells us that he is the most humble

of all people. He is the only person
who speaks to G-d face to face, he is
The Prophet whose prophecies are
radically different from all the others
and never equaled by them. Yet he has
a speech defect; Torah proclaiming
once again that there is no such thing as
a human being who is a god.

While attesting to his human status the
genealogy also serves to teach that
indeed Moshe came from a distin-
guished family. He came from Levi,
that tribe destined to be Israel's teachers
and spiritual leaders who also served as
the nation's connection with Hashem in
His destined sanctuary. Moshe was a
king in Pharaoh's house and of such
physical strength that the Torah writes
of him at the end of his days as one
whose strength did not weaken nor his
eyes dimmed. Korach used Moshe's
prosperity as one basis for his revolt.
Through all these things Torah shows
that spiritual leaders do not come from
the ignorant, poor sick and old. Rather,
as the father of all prophets, he person-
ifies Rambam's view that prophecy
comes to those who are wealthy,
knowledgeable and healthy, just as the
Avot were. Except for the error of the
horns, Michelangelo's statute captures
this image of the Jewish savior rather
than El Greco's emaciated and suffer-
ing one.  

Torah tells us that Moshe married a
black woman; black here being another
example of the Tanach's usage of black
as a term for beauty. The sages have 2
opposing views of marriage based on
this act. There is one midrash that this
was Tzipora who was a black woman
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in the Tanachic sense of spiritual and
physical perfection, from whom he had
separated himself but now rejoined.
Aharon and Miriam rebuked him since
such marital separation was an indica-
tion of spiritual arrogance. A different
view is that in his later years Moshe
took a new wife and they felt that such
an act of sexuality, was unseemly for a
great religious personality of his age. 

Par'o was a genuine scoffer and
apikoress. The Torah tells us that after
being warned of the last plague, the
death of the first borns, Par'o went to
sleep. Rashi writes that he went to
sleep in his bed. Egypt was crumbling
before the plagues and his magicians
and his people pleaded with him to
release Israel. As the king of Egypt and
one who himself was a firstborn he

should have panicked and yielded,
instead he went to sleep as usual. He
thus openly mocked Hashem and
showed that he was not bothered in the
least about His threats. "Ach an
unbeliever. But with such truth and
sincerity" (Menachem Mendel of
Kotsk).

Tragically, Moshe who led his people
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Apartment Management
also vacation rentals Since 1978

ITZHAK KOTLER
(02) 586-1554 052-286-3877

See us at www.jerusalem-management.com

out of Egypt, guarded and shepherded
them for 40 years in the desert was not
allowed to enter Eretz Yisrael with
them. He prayed and entreated to enter
even as a simple Jew but Hashem said
no. Finally he asked that at least he
should enter as a corpse as did Yosef.
Hashem said no. Yosef had admitted
his Hebrew identity in prison and this
justified his entry into the land after his
death. However, Moshe denied his
identity when he appeared to the
daughters of Yitro as an ish mitzri and
therefore was not entitled to enter Eretz
Yisrael. w

http://www.jerusalem-management.com
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Rabbi Kahana's articles www.nachmankahana.com

http://www.nachmankahana.com


The entire Destiny Foundation community
and its friends mourn with

Rabbi Berel Wein
on the passing of his wife

Sara Tzipora Mirel (Mira)
Cohen Wein d"r

Rabbi Wein's lectures of
January 13 & 20 are rescheduled

for February 3 & 10
The Premiere of the film “Distortions and

Illusions - 1920-1929” will take place this Sunday
night, January 21, but the time has changed.

The Patrons dinner will be at 5:00pm, and the
film will be shown at 6:30 (doors open at

6:00pm). Rabbi Wein will attend the Premiere
and speak. There are still a few tickets available.

For further information, please contact Nachum
nachum@jewishdestiny.com or 0584-18-36-54
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Oxymoron: my father, go, gave, my servant

Reprinted from

Rabbi Wein's
Weekly
Blog

As the narrative of the Torah
regarding the Exodus of the Jewish
people from Egyptian slavery
reaches its climax in this week’s
reading, I feel that it is important for
us to concentrate on the verb that
the Lord uses so to speak in telling
Moshe to once again appear before
the Egyptian Pharaoh.

The word BO in Hebrew means not
only to come but it’s more nuanced
understanding is to enter, to pene-
trate deeply into a place or person. It
is the verb that is used for physical
intimacy throughout biblical and
rabbinic writings. The Lord here tells
Moshe to enter into the state of
mind and the state of heart of the
Egyptian Pharaoh. Not merely to
appear before him in a superficial
manner but rather to attempt to
understand why he is so stubborn
and what the true issue involved
here is in the freeing of the Jewish
slaves from Egypt.

The Lord is in effect informing
Moshe that it is not only the stub-
born will of Pharaoh that is involved
in refusing to free the Jews, it is also
the fact that the Lord has hardened
his heart and given him the courage
of his convictions. So, no matter how

painful the blows being rained on
Egypt, he will not give in.

It is a further example to Moshe that
the Exodus is an eternal lesson for
the Jewish people and the world as
well, and that only by the miracles
that the Lord will perform will
Pharaoh agree to free the Jewish
slaves. It is the irrationality of
Pharaoh in continuing to resist that
indicates to Moshe and through him
to the Jewish people, that this is a
supernatural and illogical event and
that it is the prime example of God’s
right of the Jewish people through-
out all of human history.

mailto:nachum@jewishdestiny.com
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www.gabairealestate.com
FOR SALE:

OLD KATAMON - New on the market! 92m, 
4 rooms including master en suite, completely
renovated, 2nd floor, 2 balconies and well lit.
Asking 3,200,000NIS

OLD KATAMON - New and rare on the market!
Small, new, boutique, bldg, 110m, Shabbat elev.,
storage, parking, 15m succah balcony, 
3 bedrooms, one is master en-suite, central a/c,
underfloor heating, well lit. Asking 4,500,000NIS

KIRYAT SHMUEL, Ha’ari - 60m, 3 rooms,
ground floor with wheelchair access, balcony.
Great for investment or residence. 

NACHALAT ACHIM, Ibn Sapir – New on the
market!  New bldg, parking, storage, Shabbat elev,
succah balcony with breathtaking view, 
3 bedrooms incl. one en suite. Asking $1,050,000

STORE FOR SALE - In the heart of the City
Center on Hillel Street, 60m, facing the street,
rented out and profitable. Asking 2,500,000NIS

EFRAT - Brand new cottage with over 200m in
the popular Village project. Upgraded 5 bedroom
property plus basement and parking, large outside
space, great view, perfect family home. 
Asking 3,100,000NIS

EFRAT, Pitom HaKetoret -Semi attached cottage,
over 260m of abundant living space, 6 bedrooms,
plenty of outside space including a 50m succah
balcony and gorgeous view. Asking: 3,580,000NIS

FOR RENT:

RECHAVIA, Narkis - Luxury apartment,
underfloor heating, central a/c, elevator,
underground parking. Approx 170m with succah
balcony, incredible renovation, 4 bedrooms, 2 of
which are master en suite, can be furnished or not.
Asking 18,000NIS /month

BAK'A, Gedalyahu St. - 130m, 5 rooms, private
parking, completely renovated, long term. 
Asking: 7500NIS /month

                                    
Yaniv Gabbay                         Elia Gabai
052-614-1442                    052-862-9208
yaniv@gabairealestate.com • eliagabai@gmail.com

There is much to be said for under-
standing the point of the view of
one’s enemy. Only then can one take
the correct defensive measures to
protect oneself from irrational
onslaught and cruelty. By entering
into the mindset of those who
oppose and hate us, we gain an
understanding as to how to counter-
act these diseased and cursed
thoughts.

As long as we ascribe to our enemies
rational and logical reasons, as long
as we keep on looking within
ourselves for faults that may have
been the reason for their enmity,
then eventually we are defenseless
against their agression. If we realize
that the Lord has hardened their
hearts and removes rationality from
their thinking, we would be much
better prepared to counter their
pressures and assaults.

We have to enter into their mindset
and not merely appear before them
to debate issues in a diplomatic and
logical manner. The greatness of
God is illustrated through the hard
heart and stubborn will of the
Egyptian Pharaoh.

Moshe should not be disappointed
that he was unable to convince the
Pharaoh to release the Jewish
people to freedom through persua-
sion and logic. By entering into the
Pharaoh’s mind he will recognize the
irrationality of hate and the
greatness of the God of Israel. 

http://www.gabairealestate.com
mailto:yaniv@gabairealestate.com
mailto:eliagabai@gmail.com
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Parsha Points to Ponder Suggested answers
B The K'tav Sofer teaches that since the purpose of the sacrifices was to thank
G-D for the miracles He was performing - and would perform - for the Jews, Moshe
was letting Par'o know that he had no idea how many sacrifices they would have
to offer, because there could be many more miracles on the way. This was a
"warning shot" to Par'o in an attempt to motivate him to allow the Jews to leave
without any problems.

C The Kli Yakar explains that the lintel on top of the doorposts represents G-D's
dominion over all, while the two doorposts symbolize the merits of our ancestors
which provide us the support that we need for G-D's protection. G-D mentioned
the doorposts first to give honor to our forefathers, and Moshe changed the order
in order to give respect to G-D.

D The Ohr HaChayim answers that it was to emphasize why Par'o was able to
summon Moshe, despite Par'o's earlier declaration that he would kill Moshe the
next time he would dare appear before him (10:28). A careful look at that earlier
verse reveals that Par'o said ON THE DAY that Moshe appears before Par'o he
would kill him. Par'o felt comfortable summoning Moshe during the night because
NIGHT was not included in his threat to kill Moshe.
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FOR RENT OLD KATAMON - Rachel Imeinu St.
beautiful penthouse, 4.5 rooms, Shabbat elevator, 2 large
terraces of 30m, renovated, parking, exclusive, 9800NIS/mo
OLD TALPIOT CLOSE TO BAKA Large 3 rms, 72m,
first floor, good shape, bright, good deal! 1,600,000NIS

RECHAVIA - Nice 2.5 rooms, 60m, stone building,
elevator, quiet, with possibility to turn it into 3 rooms,
quiet, good deal! 1,980,000NIS

ARNONA - Beautiful, 3 rooms, modern building, Shabbat
elevator, balcony with view, bright, storage room, parking,
exclusive, 2,190,000NIS

GERMAN COLONY - 3 rooms+ separate unit, ground
floor, succah balcony, beautifully renovated, quiet, good
investment! 2,900,000NIS

OLD KATAMON CLOSE TO THE SHTIBLECH -
Beautiful 4 rooms, 108m, in small new building, Shabbat
elevator, Succah balcony, master bedroom, three directions,
storage room, parking, rare!
OLD KATAMON - great new penthouse, 5 rooms, 170m,
small modern building, Shabbat elevator, large terrace,
50m living room, 4 directions, 2 parking slots, storage
room, exclusive

ttRIDDLES
Prizes for TTriddle solutions

World of Jewish Music

Malchei Yisrael 5
 Jerusalem

02-538-8474

Rabbi Akiva 88, Bnei Braq • 03-579-9580

Previous (VA'EIRA) TTriddles:

[1] FPTL: 2  7:16  9-13

2 is for the second book of the Torah -
SH'MOT. 7:16 is the perek and pasuk.
9-13 are the words in the pasuk - which
are: ...SHALACH ET AMI V'YAAVDUNI
BAMIDBAR... Send my nation and they
will serve Me in the wilderness. One of
seven, with variations, LET MY PEOPLE
GO. This one, gimatriya: 300+30+8
(338) + 1+400 (401) + 70+40+10 (120) +
6+10+70+2+4+50+10 (152) + 2+40+4
+2+200 (248) = 1259, the issue number
of the TT for Va'eira, which contains the
phrase in question. 

The bigger picture: There are two
SHALACH AMI V'YAAVDUNI. Without
the ET. Each is followed by, If you refuse
M'SHALEI'ACH (L'SHALEI'ACH) ET AMI...

There are three SHALACH ET AMI
V'YAAVDUNI. One V'YAAVDUNI BAMID-
BAR (this TTriddle) and one SHALACH
ET AMI V'YACHOGU LI BAMIDBAR.

[2] Levi, Yehuda, Yissachar, Naftali,
Gad, Asher, Yosef

Obviously, the unasked question is,
What do these sons of Yaakov have in
common, that the others don't have?
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The actual question is really, what don't
these sons of Yaakov have that the
other five do? Same question; other
side of the coin. REUVEN, SHIMON,
ZEVULUN, DAN, BINYAMIN. Their
names all end with a NUN SOFIT, the
ones in the TTriddle don't.

[3] 'to the water' is like first word of
Chayei Sara

G-d sent Moshe and Aharon to the
water, HAMAY-MA, spelled HEI-MEM-
YUD-MEM-HEI. It's a PALINDROME,
reads same forwards and backwards. So
is VA-YIH-YU, as in Chayei Sara. So is
V'NA-T'NU. These are 5-letter palin-
dromes. If you know of longer ones in
Torah or Tanach, please let us know.
tt@ou.org - There's a fun set of three
3-letter palindromes. A king, his father,
and his prophet.

[4] Yitzchak Pinchasi killed Hagar
with a thing and a bone

YITZCHAK PINCHASI HARAG HAGAR
B'DAVAR UV-ETZEM. Each word has a
gimatriya of 208, as does VA'EIRA. Baal
HaTurim, BTW, does mention the
Yitzchak-Va'eira match. Pinchasi is
spelled PEI-NUN-CHET-SAMACH-YUD
for the TTriddle to work. On the other
hand, Pinchas ben Elazar ben Aharon
(all future kohanim at this point in the
Torah) made his first appearance in the
Torah in Parshat Va'eira. PEI-YUD-NUN-
CHET-SAMACH = 208, as does Va'eira.

[5] REISH-SEGOL 16x except here

VAV-ALEF-REISH-ALEF spells Va'eira
only once - as the name of the sedra. 16
other times, we find the REISH voweled
with a SEGOL.

[6] "One of these things is not like
the others..."
Yishmael, Levi, K'hat, Amram

Yishmael. Duh. What makes that a
TTriddle. First graders cannot solve
TTriddles. Obviously, there's a TTriddle
answer to the Sesame Street ditty. The
answer is K'HAT. The Torah tells us that
he dlived 133 years. The other three
people lived 137 years.

[7] Avraham, Yaakov, Moshe, Kalev,
David, Iyov, Tzemach, Yeshayahu,
Zerubavel, Naaman, Nevuchadnetzar

These eleven people are referred to as
AVDI (My servant) by G-d. The last two
were not Jewish. One can figure out
why Naaman might get that special
description. Nevuchadnetzar or -retzar
is more of a puzzle.

[8] MazalPic - special prize for first
correct solution

The picture is from Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory. It's Charlie with the
fifth Golden Ticket. Charlie's family
name is BUCKET. In Hebrew, D'LI. That is
the Hebrew name for the mazal of
Sh'vat, Aquarius.

CDs awarded to YYW who not only
explained the MazalPic but answered 6
of the other 7 TTriddles correctly. (He
only missed [2].) CDs to MG, as well.
MM/Bklyn had a perfect 7 of 7 for the
TTriddles but didn't do the MazalPic
(possibly because he had only the text.

mailto:tt@ou.org
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Teachings of the Maharal

Rabbi Akiva's
Great Torah Principle

Netiv Ahavat Rei'a 1:2,50 - On the
verse, 'Love your fellow man as
yourself" [Vayikra 19:18], Rabbi Akiva
says that this is a great general rule
of the Torah, while Ben Azai says
that' "This is the book of the history
of man" is a greater general rule
[Torat Kohanim]. Why is loving your
fellow such a great rule? The
Gemara relates the story of a gentile
who came to Shammai and said
"Convert me on the condition that
you teach me all the Torah", upon
which Shammai pushed him away
[Shabbat 31a]. He came to Hillel with
the same proposition. Hillel con-
verted him and told him that what-
ever you despise when done to you,
do not do it to your fellow. This is
the whole Torah and the rest is
explanation. Go and learn it. 

What Hillel says, what you do not
like, do not do to your fellow, follows
from loving your fellow as you love
yourself. It is fitting to love your
friend, who shares your form and
image, for both of you were created
in Hashem's image.  Man's highest
virtue is to achieve His image to
perfection, as the rabbis said [Avot
3:18], "Man is beloved, having been
created in the Image", and when he
loves his friend, who was created in
Hashem's image, this person's
image is the Image of Hashem.
Therefore, when he shares his
image with his friend, he loves him -
this is the purpose of Torah, to

obtain this supernal virtue which is
the Image of G-d.

Hillel fittingly said that the rest is
explanation, for the whole Torah
explains how to reach the level of
complete Image of G-d. Therefore,
the positive mitzvot number 248,
equal to the parts of the body, and
those parts constitute His image.

Column prepared by Dr. Moshe Kuhr
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for Fertility and Gynecology
in Accordance with Halacha

The Puah Institute is based in Jerusalem and helps couples from all over the world who are experiencing fertility
problems. Puah offers free counseling in five languages, halachic supervision, and educational programs. Offices in
Jerusalem, New York, Los Angeles, Paris. Contact: (02) 651-5050 (Isr) • 718-336-0603 (US) • www.puahonline.org

Who Owns the Embryos?
Halachic Perspectives
Last time we discussed the famous
Nachmani case in which the ownership
of frozen embryos was debated; did
they belong to the father or the
mother or neither? This case was the
impetus for establishing a law in such
circumstances and also gave rise to a
halachic debate as to the definition of
ownership of frozen embryos. 

The question of ownership of embryos
relates to whether we consider
embryos as a monetary commodity or
an independent entity. The laws of
property that relate to an item that
has a monetary worth are different
from those that deal with an
independent entity such as a human
being. If the embryo is seen as an item
that has a financial value, then it is
owned by both the man and the
woman who are partners in owning it,
and one partner cannot break the
partnership nor take the item before
the agreed end of the partnership. 

It is a little difficult and may sound
callous to relate to human genetic
material in legal terms, but the case
was brought before the court. When
reaching a legal decision it is some-
times necessary to detach any emo-
tional sentiment to the case and to
come to a clear legal definition. The

halacha creates models and paradigms
for us to comprehend the situation
and enable us to arrive at a competent
and logical conclusion. This case, while
dealing with a very sensitive issue, is
no different. 

The Shulchan Aruch (Choshen Mishpat
176:15) writes that "partners who
entered into an agreement for a set
time, each one of them can prevent
the other [from selling] and they
cannot divide [the property] until the
end of the agreed time or until the
money is consumed. And neither of
them can take from the capital and
not from the profit until the end of the
agreed time."

A couple who created embryos
together have entered into a partner-
ship that is completed when their child
is born. It can be argued convincingly
that they did not just have the
intention to create embryos that could
be used under any circumstance.
Rather, they created the embryos to
have a child. Therefore the partnership
between them regarding the use of the
embryos continues until they have a
child. As such, the embryos are not an
entity in of themselves and neither of
the parents can use the embryos for
another purpose.

More on this next week

Rabbi Gideon Weitzman

http://www.puahonline.org
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Beautiful Penthouse
great location in ZAYIT, EFRAT

with spectacular view
180m + 3 balconies adding up

88m, includes storage room + 3
private parking spaces, option
for separate unit, 2,190,000NIS

054-740-2453 • 054-333-1821

CHIZUK ! IDUD
Divrei Torah from the weekly sedra

with a focus on living in Eretz Yisrael -
Chizuk for Olim & Idud for not-yet-Olim  

I recently met a friend from way back
who had come from America to visit his
children living in Eretz Yisrael. He told
me how he would love to come and live
in Israel but could not as of yet - due to
familial considerations. The conversation
led me to wonder whether it would be
valid for someone in his position - a
prominent Rosh Yeshiva - to choose to
stay away for an additional reason:
Perhaps his current qualitative contribu-
tion to Jewish life overseas greatly
overshadows the potential benefit of his
moving here? Maybe in his situation
adopting a SHEIV V'AL TAASEH
policy in regard to Aliya is the right
choice? 

Rabbi Jonathan Blass, the Rav of the
Yishuv Nevei Tzuf, discussed these
questions in reply to a query he received
from a Rabbi in an upstate New York
community. The Rabbi posed the
following dilemma: "While I want to
make Aliyah, and dream of raising my
children in Eretz Yisrael, I do not want
to abandon my Kehilla and leave them
behind." The questioner pointed to a
number of sources (- one being Nefesh
HaRav p. 98-99), which would seem to
indicate that the correct decision for one
in his situation would be to stay put. In
his reply, Rabbi Blass acknowledged the
theoretical validity of such a claim if and
when one is directly influencing a large
number of people, and can envision no
possibility of finding a replacement who
could properly continue his work. 

However, as Rabbi Blass points out, it
has become common for Rabbis to sign
short-term contracts. This practice
implicitly reflects the mutual understand-
ing both sides agree to, namely that few
individuals are truly irreplaceable. This
being the case, Rabbi Blass concluded,
the importance of living in Eretz Yisrael
would clearly override such a question-
able "heter" for staying in Chutz
La'Aretz.

The automatic follow-up question is
easily anticipated: "What will I do in
Israel though?! - they already have more
than enough rabbis over there…?"

Rav Shlomo Aviner was once asked
which is preferable - being a rabbi
outside Israel or being a "Posheteh Yid",
a simple Jew in Eretz Yisrael. In reply he
quoted the words of the Yerushalmi
(Nedarim 6:8) which provide a clear
answer to this question as well: "The
Holy One, blessed be He, says: "a small
group in Eretz Yisrael is more beloved to
me than a complete Sanhedrin outside of
Israel."

Acting upon this understanding is clearly
not so simple, and it is so much easier
said than done… 

The underlying sentiment found in the
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Refuah Shleima to Aunt Nechamie
lqrt za lgx dngp

For Rent on HaG'dud HaIvri
(Churshat HaYarei'ach)

Penthouse, duplex, new building, 280m,
6 bedrooms, living room, dining room,

Sukkah porch, underfloor heating, central
a/c, nice view, Shabbat elevator, parking,
storage, long term. Asking $5800/month

For Sale: Bustan, Baka
1st floor, 4 rooms, 114m, 15m porch
(part for Sukkah), underfloor heating,
central a/c, 2 parking spots, Shabbat

elevator, storage. Asking 4,650,000NIS

Smadar                   xcnq
050-311-4040

Tel & fax: (02) 642-4329
email: smadi_bida@walla.co.il

words of the Yerushalmi is clearly
illustrated in reference to the first mitzva
of the Torah that we read in this week's
parsha HACHODESH HAZEH LA-
CHEM. The halacha is that the new
month can only be sanctified by a Beit
Din in Eretz Yisrael or by their
emissaries. 

The Rambam in a famous quote from his
Sefer HaMitzvot (mitzva 153) states
that: "If, Heaven forfend, there would be
no one left in Israel, even if Jews were
left in Chutz La'Aretz, there would be no
holidays anywhere - as there are no Jews
left to sanctify the holy days and months
in Eretz Yisrael. Indeed, "a small group
in Eretz Yisrael is more beloved to Me
than a complete Sanhedrin outside of
Israel"! (The rationale for this is based
on the verse in Yeshayahu 2:3: "Ki
MiTzion Teitzei Torah - For out of Zion
will go forth the Torah and the word of
the Almighty from Yerushalayim).

In this week's parsha Moshe and Aharon
turn to Pharaoh and convey G-d's
incredulous demand: "Ad Matai Mei'anta
Lei'anot Mi'Panai! - until when will you
continue to refuse to humble yourself
before Me? Shalach Et Ami - Let my
people go, that they shall worship me"
(Sh'mot 10:3). The dramatic cry - "Let
my people go!" has become a popular
catchphrase, and yet no less important is
the beginning of this verse: Ad Matai
Mei'anta Lei'anot Mipanai - until when
will you continue to refuse to humble
yourself before Me!

Just as Pharaoh's pride was the obstacle
keeping us behind in exile, so too today

our own self pride is perhaps the greatest
obstacle which we need to overcome in
order to remove ourselves from Galus!
We must take care not to over-evaluate
our own importance, for by doing so we
may repeat Pharaoh's sin! 

Let my people go - let yourself go!
Maybe with your going, others will be
motivated to follow your example…

Rabbi Yerachmiel Roness, Ramat Shiloh, Beit Shemesh

Ed. note: Any rabbi who is responsible and
successful for the spiritual growth of a
community in the States (or elsewhere in
Chutz LaAretz) will not be idle in Israel, if
he wants to continue his AVODA K'DOSHA.
Israel is blessed with rabbanim who have
made Aliya - AND - continue to have a
significant impact on the Jews here,
Anglos and/or others. 

mailto:smadi_bida@walla.co.il
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Torah MiTzion was established with the goal of strengthening Jewish communities around the globe. 
Over the past twenty two years Torah MiTzion's shlichim have inspired and enriched their host communities 
through a network of Religious Zionist Kollels. These Divrei Torah originally appeared in Torah Mitzion's 
weekly publication, Shabbat MiTzion

The Length of Galut - Depends on Us
by Rabbi Shlomo Sobol

The Torah presents conflicting verses
regarding the length of the time that
Bnei Yisrael resided in Egypt. In B'reishit
15:13, God says to Avram, “Know with
certainty that your offspring shall be
aliens in a land not their own - and they
will serve them, and they will oppress
them - four hundred years.” In this
week’s Parsha, though, the Torah tells us
that “the habitation of the Children of
Israel during which they dwelled in Egypt
was four hundred and thirty years…”
(Sh'mot 12:40)

This issue is further complicated by the
calculations of Chazal that have the
period of the Jewish settlement in Egypt
as being 210 years based on the
Gematria of the word R'DU - descend.
The longer period of time mentioned by
the Torah is based on the fact that Galut
Mitzrayim began while Bnei Yisrael were
still in Eretz Yisrael. Galut Mitzrayim
begins to be counted at this point
because at that time the Land of Israel
did not yet belong to the Jewish People.

Rashi explains that the decree “that your
offspring shall be aliens in a land not
their own” began with the birth of
Yitzchak, and there is a period of 400
years between his birth and the Exodus
from Egypt. The remaining thirty years,
Rashi explains, is the period of time
between God’s telling Avram of the
future of the Jewish People - B'rit Bein
HaBetarim – and the birth of Yitzchak.

Ramban suggests another possibility
that seems relevant for our generation.
Ramban says that the decree was indeed
400 years in Egypt, but that there was no
absolute promise on God’s part that he
would redeem the Jewish People at the
completion of 400 years. The Galut in
Egypt, the Ramban explains, was
lengthened by thirty years due to the
sins of the Jewish People. This idea is
similar to the traveling in the desert for
forty years after the Exodus instead of
immediately entering Eretz Yisrael. This
delay, too, was caused by the sinful
behavior of the Spies who were sent by
Moshe in preparation for entering the
Land of Israel.

The Ramban teaches us that notwith-
standing God’s promise of Redemption,
the timing and pace of this Redemption
is dependent upon our spiritual state.

In our generation, when we have
experienced the Dawn of Redemption,
we must understand that while we are
certain that this Redemption will be long
lasting, eventually leading to the
rebuidling of the Beit HaMikdash and the
arrival of Mashiach, that the pace and
manner in which the Geula unfolds is
dependent upon us. This is a great
opportunity and a great responsibility. As
long as we continue to grow in goodness
and dedicate ourselves to Redemption,
so too we will merit a full and complete
Redemption speedily in our lifetime.



Buying or Selling? Free Price Evaluation

French Hill - Totally Renovated -
Hagana, 4 room, low floor, private

storage, designer kitchen, close to Ramat
Eshkol /Light rail. 1,830,000NIS

Nelly: 052-476-4356

Ramot - Beautifully renovated cottage.
Perfect for large family, 7 rooms, 182m

duplex, large garden. Additional income
unit. Only 4,370,000NIS

Susan Lerner: 052-690-5645

German Colony - Authentic Old World
Charm 3 rooms, high ceilings, original

mosaic floors, 3 small sukkah balconies,
2nd floor, light & bright, large arched

windows. 2,700,000NIS
Susan Lerner: 052-690-5645

Arnona- Cozy pent-cottage on Revadim
5 rooms + finished attic, 114m, beautiful

design, great view, Sukkah balcony,
covered parking, private entrance,

elevator. Asking 4,350,000NIS
Orly Raz; 050-724-3735

King George St. 4 rooms, 90m, great
opportunity, beautifully designed, bright

and spacious., 5th floor+ elevator
Only 2,550,000NIS

Felicia Mizrachi 054-240-4082

Nachlaot. New building on Alma st.
spacious duplex- 110m, 5 rooms,

3 bathrooms, additional roof rights,
great price. Orna Even: 054-621-6069

Arnona- Hashotef Chaim Cohen
4.5 rooms, 112m,  newly built, high

standard building. 2nd floor, balcony.
southern view, private parking &

storage, occupancy 3/18. Only
2,480,000NIS • Orly Raz 050-724-3735

New development near Shaari Chessed 
Two high end duplex apts: 1) spacious Garden

Duplex- 4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, large sukkah
patio 2) Magnificent penthouse- 5 bedrooms, 

4 bathrooms, spacious family area, Sukkah roof
terrace, breathtaking view, handicapped

accessible. Orna Even 054-6216069

Armon Hanatziv Garden Home
4 rooms plus option for separate unit,

2.5 bathrooms, ground floor with private
entrance, garden,  storage, private
parking, handicapped accessibility.
2,750,000NIS Penina 050-6622446

Join Our Team! Call about a Career in Real Estate
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Dr. Maurice E. Joseph Jewish Video Program
NO CHARGE • Check each day for start time and location

MON Jan 22nd - 12:30pm • Library • 45 mins • First time showing
Sh'eiris Hapleita (The Remnant That Escaped) - Very moving
documentary on survivors’ reconnection to Yiddishkeit: minyanim
formed on day of liberation; yeshivas, Beis Yaakov, batei din and
Torah teaching started in DP camps. Pogroms on survivors’ return to
homes. Refugees trying to get to Palestine.

TUE Jan 23rd - 2:00pm • MAIN HALL • 1¾ hrs • English/Eng. subtitles
Alone in Berlin - First time showing - Parents of German soldier
killed in war become active resisters to Hitler. Risking their lives,
they anonymously place cards around Berlin attempting to generate
opposition to Hitler, urging people to overthrow the Nazis. For
years, the SS cannot find them. Dramatization of AMAZING TRUE
STORY. Very moving film!

WED Jan 24th - 2:00pm • MAIN HALL • 1h 40m
Heir to an Execution - Ethel and Julius Rosenberg. The most
famous executions in American history. Everyone involved in the
case was Jewish! The Rosenbergs. Their co-defendant. The two
defense attorneys. The two prosecuting attorneys. The key witness
against them. The judge. This documentary made by a Rosenberg
granddaughter provides an intimate portrait of the Rosenbergs and
of the case. Interviews with the sons, the co-defendant, friends,
relatives. New evidence relevant to Rosenbergs’ guilt or innocence.
Archival film. Fascinating, revealing and very human look into this
iconic 1950s real life drama. Followed by talk on the Jewish aspects
of the case.

THU Jan 25th - 12:30pm • LIBRARY • 1 hr
Clear Skies - The Story of the Israeli Air Force
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Gemach - Free Loan Society
The Israel Center and the Old City Free Loan Association

providing interest-free loans for people in
financial distress (living in the J'lem area)

Interviews at the Center • Bring ID
Tuesdays 10-12 and 19-20:15

SHIUR SPONSORS
Rabbi Breitowitz's Sunday shiur

sponsored by Mel & Pessy Krausz David
Please join us at the OU Israel Center in wishing Mel
a refuah shleima: Menachem Mendel ben Toba Rivka

Mrs. Smiles's shiur (Tue Jan 23)
sponsored by Linda Marcus

in loving memory of her Father
Morris W. Brezniak z"l
on his 20th yahrzeit

Love Yourself, Heal Your Life!
sponsored by Zeesi Smulowitz & Bryna

Franklin in Loving memory of their Dear
Friend, Joan Hillel a"h, who loved life

and was always a positive thinker

To sponsor a shiur, call Chana (02) 560-9128

UPCOMING
Monday, February 12th • 8:00pm

Preparing for Freedom:
Rav Ahron Soloveichik's lessons

from the Four Parshiyot
by

Dr. David Luchins

SAVE THE DATE - ZACHOR
Shabbat Parshat T'tzaveh - Feb 23-24
Call Ita Rochel (02) 560-9125
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U.S. based Life Insurance for
Israel residents with minimal hassle

Lower premiums • more benefits
Underwriting requirements will need to be completed in the U.S.

Call for a FREE quote
054-227-0863 • US: 917-559-1828

donnyfein@gmail.com • www.dflifeinsurance.com

www.sossingroup.com

WITH OUR CHILDREN
AND OUR ELDERS

As you must all know by now, I'm a
gerontologist and I work at Melabev
with older adults who have Alz-
heimer's disease. That's why verse
10:9 in this week's portion "…with
our youth and with our aged we will
go" caught my eye. In this generation
of age segregation, it was nice to see
Moshe advocating for an intergen-
erational activity. 

When Par'o was negotiating with
Moshe as to who he would let leave
Egypt to worship God, he asked
Moshe, MI VAMI HAHOLCHIM - who
exactly is going? (10:8) Moshe
answered, …with our youth and with
our aged we will go, with our sons
and with our daughters… for we
must hold a festival to God - KI
CHAG LASHEM LANU. Par'o could

have thought that this was a ploy on
Moshe's part - if they were just
planning to go worship and then to
return to Egypt they didn't need to
take their whole family with them. If
Moshe is asking to take everyone,
maybe they are planning to escape -
so he told them he would only let the
men go. But Moshe doesn't agree to
this, not only because they are
planning to leave for good, but there
seems to be a philosophical debate
going on here as well. 

Par'o believed if they were going to
worship - they wouldn't want to bring
the children - children don't know
how to bring a sacrifice, and would
just get in the way and bother. But
Moshe says no "with our children,
and our elders…" Everyone needs to
be there for it to be a real holiday.

But one may ask - why does it list the
children first - shouldn't the elders
have been listed first out of respect?
And why does it repeat the word
NEILEICH - we will go, twice in the
same sentence? Isn't it redundant? 

Rav Mordechai Eliyahu zt"l (Divrei
Mordechai) says that the Torah
seems to be teaching us a lesson in
Jewish education here. Children are

mailto:donnyfein@gmail.com
http://www.dflifeinsurance.com
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listed first in the verse for a similar
reason as they are listed in the
mitzva of Hakhel (D'varim 31:12).
Here you could ask the same
question and it is even stronger. The
parents are coming to Jerusalem to
hear the portion of the Torah read
aloud by the king. Why would they
want to shlep their little children so
far to hear something they won't
understand, and they might bother
(make noise, cry) during the
reading? The purpose is to get them
used to being in a holy place, and to
listening to words of Torah from
other holy people. Jewish education
is a process. The young must learn
from the previous generation in an
experiential way. They must watch
how their elders model for them the
proper behavior of awe in holy
places so they too will know how to
act. And our CHAG - holiday is the
best opportunity to do that. Who
doesn't have fond memories of the
family Seder with the whole family
together singing all those songs?
These are the opportunities to
educate the next generation. So it is
important to include the children in
times of worship, but it is also
important to make sure to do this
properly. 

For example, if taking children to
shul, they shouldn't be allowed to
bother everyone else. I never under-
stand mothers who bring their very
young children to shul without a
snack or a quiet toy (books, car, doll)
to play with so they don't get bored
and misbehave. It is important to
teach them to want to come to shul
and be part of the community, but

mailto:ABLE.Shelli@gmail.com
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US Board Certif ied / Misrad HaBriut recognized special ist
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Conscientious “American style” Care
Conveniently located at Refa Na Medical Center,
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RBS Family Medical Center, Ramat Beit Shemesh

052-713-2224

Mazal Tov to 
David & Cookie Klavan and family
on the birth of a granddaughter

scolding them the whole time to be
quiet, and sit still, defeats the
purpose. Giving them the opportunity
to say AMEIN at the correct times
during the prayers, to watch as the
Torah is taken out or put back into
the Ark, to search in the siddur for
letters they may already have
learned, are better ways to make
them enjoy the experience and want
to come back (and not bother others
around them). A way to have a
society where young and old can
serve God together.

SINCE WE TALKED about the
importance of bringing the kids along
- here's a recipe for foods usually
found on the kids menu - fish and
chips. This is baked instead of deep
fried so it's a bit healthier.

OVEN BAKED FISH 'N' CHIPS 

Chips: 2 Tbsp oil
¼ tsp pepper
4 medium potatoes, peeled
Fish: ¼ tsp pepper
1 egg 
2 Tbsp water
2/3 cup crushed cornflakes
450g cod (bakala) fillets, thawed
mayonnaise, or ketchup optional

In a medium bowl, combine oil and
pepper. Cut potatoes lengthwise into
1/2-inch strips. Add to oil mixture;
toss to coat. Bake uncovered on
greased 15x10x1-inch pan at 220°C

for 25 to 30 minutes or until golden
brown and crispy.

Combine flour and pepper in a
shallow dish. In a second dish, beat
egg and water. In a third dish,
cornflakes. Dredge fish in flour, then
dip in egg mixture and coat with
cornflakes. Bake at 220°C for 10-15
minutes until fish flakes. Serve with
chips and mayonnaise, or ketchup.N

http://www.hemed-nadlan.co.il
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ARBEH (locust) l  Upper-right -
Torah description of the locust
as "covering the eye of the
earth"! Question: Who else was
described that way in the Torah?
(Ask your children, grandchild-
ren, or guests) l  black
rectangle for CHOSHECH l
Sword for MAKAT B'CHOROT -
the killing of the first borns
and/or the killing BY the
firstborns of others in anger
over Par'o's repeated refusal to yield to
the threat made by Moshe (in G-d's
name) against the firstborns l  The
word BO is not just the name of the
sedra, but also the number (BO = 2+1 =
3) of MAKOT in the sedra. Furthermore,
MF adds that the letters actually tell us
which makot. BET is for B'CHOROT and
ALEF is for ARBEH. Where's CHOSHECH,
you ask? It's there by you can't see it
because it is dark. l  BOW (as in bow
and arrow) l  BOW as in bow of ribbon
l  Clock reads almost midnight. That's

what Moshe said to describe G-d's
intention of Makat B'chorot at exactly
midnight. Commen- taries say that he
used that wording so that the people
wouldn't question G-d if they thought
the timing was off l  Lamb in the
doorway brought into the homes from
the 10th of Nissan l  Barking dog from
Egyptian areas, because in the Jewish
areas, not a dog barked its tongue l  In
Hebrew, canned goods are called
SHIMURIM, as in LEIL SHIMURIM l
Yo-yo represents Par'o's erratic
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Rechavia studio              House calls available

Yerushalayim from late
Bayit Rishon until the 6th Century

Sunday, Jan 21st • 9:30am - 2:00pm

In the Footsteps of the Sanhedrin
Monday, Jan 22nd • 8:30am – 6:00pm

For more information call 052-4228601
or email tanachtiyulim@gmail.com

Happy Birthday Vu

behavior - get Moshe & Aharon; get
them out of my sight; bring them back,
etc. l  O between the horns of a bull is
a PAR-O. Above the bull is a BOWL. If
you say it just right it comes out BOW-L
PAR-O l  Bone for the ISUR of breaking
a bone in Korban Pesach. l  It is also for
the word that appears a few times:
B'ETZEM HAYOM HAZEH... l  Weather
symbol indicates total cloud cover and
a strong easterly wind - that brought
the locust l  T'filin are t'filin. Two of the
four parshiyot inside T'filin come from
the end of BO l  The arrow pointing to
one BAYIT with the other Xed in red,
represents the requirement that
Korban Pesach be eaten by its chabura
in one house, not two l  baby, goat,
and donkey stand for the three types of
B'CHOR l  Axes (and the sword) are
mentioned in the haftara l  As is the
EGLA YEFEI-FIYA, represented as a
prize-winning calf ! Plant is hyssop,
EIZOV l  Two mezuzot are on what the
blood of the KP was applied, but not
these kind of mezuzot. In the context of
the sedra, mezuzot are doorposts l
The dove with a sword is the haftara's
CHEREV HAYONA, lit. (but not the way
the Navi meant) l  B'dikat Chametz kit
l  Flintstones are neighbors sharing KP
l  Lower-right KAZEH R'EI V'KADEISH l
a branch of pomegranate tree is the KP
skewer l  Bottom of the PP is part of a
violin BOW l  The lady near the canned
food is American actress Clara Bow who
appeared in 46 silent films and 11
talkies l  also at the bottom of the PP,
next to the T'filin is/are something that
looks like cymbals. It's a Chinese
instrument called a BO.

mailto:tanachtiyulim@gmail.com
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Condolences to Moshe Wrocherinsky
and family on the passing of his wife

Marsha d"r
milyexie oeiv ila` x`y jeza mkz` mgpi mewnd

Memories of the Soul
Adapted from the Writings of Rav Kook

by Rabbi Chanan Morrison

“Moshe told the people: Remember
(zachor) this day that you have left
Egypt, the place of slavery.” (13:3)

The word 'zachor' (remember) is not in
the imperative tense (z'chor!), but in the
infinitive absolute form. This gram-
matical form indicates that the Torah is

not merely commanding us to remem-
ber and commemorate the anniversary
of the Exodus from Egypt.

Rather, zachor implies a state of being.
It describes us as a people who always
remember this historic date. cont. p.69
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cont. from p.67 Rav Kook explained
that the people were not commanded
to remember the 15th of Nisan.

That was unnecessary! Rather, Moshe
was informing them that this date
would be forever etched in their
collective conscious. On this day, the
Jewish people were forever changed.
On this day their souls gained eternal

freedom.

“This date will be ingrained in the soul
of the Jewish people. That is the secret
that Moshe revealed to the people.
They will succeed in understanding the
inner nature of their souls. They will
know that this day must be remem-
bered. Therefore, the word 'Remember'
is in the infinitive absolute form.” 
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